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. Abstract

A review of the lit.erature on abuse reveals that Lhe incidence of

childhood sexual victimization with the accompanying traumatic

devastation are both imrnediate and longterm (Briere, 1984; Butler,

1978i Finkelhor and Browne, 1984; Gelinas, 1983; Herman, 1981)" The

longterm needs of the victim are being addressed ihrough development

of services and t.reaLment modalities (Faria and BelohLavek, 1984;

Gordy, 1983; Herman and Schatzow, 1982; Jehu et al, t984185; McGuire

and I,,Iagner, I978; Sgroi , L982; Tsai and Wagner, 1978). ..Acknowlôdgement

of the victim's plight is now becoming public domain through the press

and radio. Nevertheless, littLe atÈent.ion has been given to the

individuals who have formed intimate longterm relationships with the

adult victim. These individuals - the partners are oft-times seen

in the concent of social relalionships that. are problematic around

the issue of truEt, closcncss and sclcual dysfunction (Briere, 79941.

Butler,1978; Faria and Belohlavek, 1984; Gelinas, 1983, Jehu er al,

1984/85; McGuire and Wagner, 1978; Tsai and Wagner, 1978). There

is Iittle or no literaEure concerning partners in terms of their own

difficulties, concerns, or possible need for services. This practicum

developed a support/t.ransition (S/T) group for eight men who were

living with sexually victimized r.romen in Èreatment at the Psychological

services centre. The treatment package was designed in response to

a need identified by Jehu et al (1984/85) of including rhe parrner

in t,reatment . The goals of the group were three-f old: ( 1) ttre

alleviation of isolation and feelings of being different, (2) Eo
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provide mutual aid and support as well as to improve psychological

functioning and effectiveness, and (3) to assist the partner to

understand, accept and adapt. to E.he altered relationship with the

vict.im as she changes in therapy. The group met once a week initially

for a six week period, then resumed two weeks lat.er for a ten week

period. Each time period was followed by an individual meeting of

one or two hours with one of the group therapists. FoIlow-up concluded

three months later. Leadership was supplied..by two co-therapists,

male and f emale. The ef f ectiveness of Efr-e group was evaluàted by

the use of an Evaluation Questionnaire specially designed for this

study. The resulÈs of the study indicated the S/T group r¡ras successful

in assisting the partners to achieve, in varying degrees, the three

goals of therapy. They felt more prepared to meeE the new demands

placed upon thcir marital rclationship by the positivc rcsults of

their wivers therapy. It is the recommendation of this study thac

S/T groups cont.inue to be offered and to focus upon Ehe Èherapeut.ic

needs of the partner while the victim is in treatment.
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Childhood Sexual Abuse Victims and the Partners:

A Review

Relevance to Practice

It has been stated by Russell (1984) thar, when an incidenr of

abuse is disclosed, t.here is likely to be more than one victim

invo Ived.

ItThe point here is that traumatic experience of
sexuaL exploitation often reverberate t.hrough the
lives of those who are close to the victim in
many dif f erent \¡¡ays . So the prob Iern becomes much
larger even t.han the number of girls and women who
are directly personally victimized.'r (p. 281)

Professionals who work with those who are close to Lhe victim

such as spouses/partners must have, among other things, a comprehensive

and broad knowledge of, and a sensit.ivity to sexual victimizat.ion.

This knowledge is acquired, in part, through Ehe study of relevant

liEerature on sexual victimization.

Introduct ion

ChiId sexual victimization is currently being examined in a variety

of public and professional arenas. I,IhiIe variations of incidences

have been report.ed over the years extending from one in lrooorooo

children (Freedman, Kaplan and sadock, rgTs) to one in two or three

children (nadgley, 1984; Russell, 1984)" similarily in rerms of

effects, authors have detailed destructive consequences (Briere, L9B4;

Briere and Runtz, 1985; Finkelhor and Browne, 19g4; Gelinas, 19g3;

Gordy, 1983; Herman, 1981; Jehu er aI, LgB4l85; Rush, 1980; Russell,

I9B4; Sgroi, 1982).
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Although the terms exploitation, abuse, victimizaEion, misuse,

molestation, rape, assault can be used interchangeably to refer to

such desLructive sexual behaviour, this writer is partial to Ehe term

rrsexual victimizationrr. Victimizat.ion particularly fits with the

authority and power necessary for the offender to implicitly or explicitly

coerce the child or adolescent into compliance. This is in keeping

with Sgroits (t982) definition of child sexual abuse:

I'A sexual act imposed on a child who lacks emotioqal,
maturational, and cognitive developmetti. . .Lased upon
the all-powerful and dominant position of the adult
or older adolescent perpetralor, which is in sharp
contrast t.o the child's...(adolescent)...age, dependency
or subordinat.e position.'r (p. 9)

Furthermore, in

refer Eo t,he intimat.e

this practicum report, the term partner will

significanE other who lives with Ehe woman who

was sexually

wiLl be their Iegal or conmon-law spouse.

Rates of Female Victimization

Cons istent results have been produced. by f.ive dif f erent emp ir,ical

studies in the United States. Herman (1981) stated that Ehese surveys

showed that one-fifth to one-third of all women have reported a childhood

sexual encounter wiLh an adult male. These studies were done by Alfred

Kinsey et aI (1953), John Gagnon (1965), Jedson Landis (1956), Carney

Landis (1940) and David Fineklhor (1979). As well, Rusself (1984)

confirms the above showing that ttover one-quarter...have experienced

sexual abuse before the age of 14, and will over one-third...by the

age of 18 years.r' (p. 194)

victimized as a child or adolescent. The adult partner
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In Canada, the Badgley Report (1984) found thar one in rv¡ó ïemales

had experienced unwanÈed sexual acEs. Badgleyts definiE,ion of unwan¡ed

sexual acts comprises being exposed to being sexually threatened;

being touched on a sexual part of the body, and attempts Èo assault,

or being sexually assaulted. ApproximaEely four in five of these

encounters first occurred when the individuals were children or youths.

Long Term Problems in Women Victims

As previously stated, sexual victimizaÈion has

,:

been described

in many cases as destructive. rn his study, sexual victimized

children, David Finkelhor (1979) reporred rhac t,he majority of his

respondenEs viewed their childhood sexual experiences as negative"

As well, Ë,he subsequent impacE on the victims is of t.en reported to

persist over long periods of Ëime" Rosenfeld ( tgTg) reporred thac

patients wich a history of sexual abuse r¡rere $rell represented among

female psychiatric patients. He stat,es that studies of delinquent

adolescenÈ !.romen with severely deviant. social behaviour yields high

frequences of a hiscory of inåest. Furthermore,.Rosenfeld (1979)

suggests thar the full range of effects may be subrle and difficult

to ascerE.ain.

SexuaI Problems

Ge I inas (1983 ) suggesrs

in the area of

that, the most frequently presented problem

sexual maladjustment. More specifically,appears to

the women

be

express concern with orgasmic dysfunction and difficulty
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with sexual contact or conversely with a compulsion with sex in this

area. This is substantiated by Briere (1984), Briere and Runtz (1985),

courtois (7979), Finkelhor (1979), Herman (1981), Jehu er aI (1984/85),

Meiselman (r979), Rosenfeld (L979) anô Tsai and wagner (1979). Furrher

to this, Meiselman (7979) notes that presenE. day sexual activities

have t.he Potential t.o trigger past negative reactions and guilt feelings

which lead to a suppression of sexual response. Many will experience

flashbacks of the previous vicEimization" Further, Browne and Finkelhor

(1984) report on a study done by Fromuth (1983) which described negative

self-labelling. Many victims see themselves as promiscuous despite

little or no differences in the numbers of partners between victims

and non-victims.

Emotional Problems

Other common longterm reactions prevalent in this population

are depression, poor self esteem, feelings of inferioricy, fear and

anxiety (Briere, 1984; Courtois, I979; GeIinas, 1983; Herman, 1981;

Meiselman, 7979; Tsai and tr^Iagner, 1978). Similarily, Herman (1981),

Briere (1984) and courtois (L979) report a sense of isolation and

stigma. suicidal behaviour and subst.ance abuse are also prevalent

(Jehu et al , 1984185; Meiselman, 1,979).

Interpersonal Problems

Furthermore, interpersonal relationships seen fraught with difficulties.

Many have problems in relating with both men and women, difficulties

with their parent.s, struggles around parent.ing such as being able

t,o respond to the needs of their or^m children (Brovme and Finkelhor,
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1984; Meiselman, t979; Herman, 1981). The main issue here appears

to center around the inability to t.rust others, as at. an early age,

they were unable to t.rust significant others. This reaction to other

people seems to center around caution, fear, hostility and a sens.e

of betrayal (Browne and Finkelhor, 1984; courtois, rgTg; Jehu er al,

1984/8s ) .

Browne and Finkelhor (1984) report that one of the most. consistently

confirmed Iongterm effects is the vulnerability to be revictimized

later in life. Russelr (1984) and Herman (19g1) srate rhar rape

victims more oft.en t.han not have abuse histories. The maLure victim

seems more likely to experience discord/abuse by husband or other

adult partners (Herman, 1981; Jehu et al, tgg4lB5; Meiselman, I979;

Finkelhor, 1984) .

Conc lus ion

with the passing of time, the impact of earlier victimizaEion

has increasingly intruded into the lives of not only the viccims but

also of those individuals who are close E.o them (RusseIl,19g4). The

impact is seen i., an" victim's dif f icr-rrar"" around ,.*u.tityr'depression,

guiIt, poor self-esteem, fear, anxiety, suicidal tendencies, substance

abuse, and a sense of isolation and stigma. Last but not least, the

earlier sexual victimization makes for difficulties in the area of

interpersonal relationships and leads to a vulnerability to be revictimized.

Partners and the Relacionshi

There is a paucity of literature dealing with the indivÍdual

who is the spouse/partner of the abuse victim" Their individual needs

and their views of the difficutties within the relationship are virtually
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unknown. A review of the Iiterature dealing with the victim's plight

is necessary to gain knowledge about the partner and the relationship

Tn the main, t.he partner is only seen in terms of such a relationship

(Briere, 1984; Butler, 1978; Finkelhor and Browne, 1984; Gelinas,

1983; Gordy, 1983; Herman, 1981; Jehu er a1,1984185; Sgroi, L9B2;

Tsai and llagner, 1978)" Gelinas (1983) observes that:
il...incest is relationally-based sexual abuse; for its
vict.ims, the t.raumalic events occur within the family
and by a parent's agency - wit.h aII this implies about
betrayal of trust, exploitation and sEraíned family
relat.ionships. . . the relaE.ional imbaLances of incest. have
character - developmenr and relational implications that
last. throughout the victim's lifetime.'f (p.319)

The partner is often seen as a person who continues to abuse

the victim, physically, psychologically and sexually (Briere, 1984;

Burler,797B; Gordy, 1g8j; Herman, l_981; Jehu et al, 1984/85)" This

abuse is often extended to include the victim's children (Brovme and

Finkelhor, 1984; Gelinas, 1983; Herman, 1981; Sgroi, 1982). The

provision is, as Gelinas (1983) observes, that if the family setting

is ripe and if the

'r...father is needy and shows poor judgement, impulsively
or a heightened sense of entitlement., the pursuit of his
emotional needs puts father at a high risk for incestuous
abuse of his daughter.rr (p. 321)

The p ic ture

is often

darkens and becomes more complicated because t,he

sought out by the victim. As stared by Herman (1981):

rr...when these vromen did form lasting love relationships,
they were often stormy and t.ormented. Never having
learned to protect themselves, Èhey seemed to have a
predilection for men who l¿rere at best aloof and unreliable,
and at worst frankly exploitative.rr (p. 100)

Sgroi (1982) confirrns this as $relI in observing the disrurbing

partner
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t.endency of sexually

were likely to abuse

RusselL (1984), and

victimized women to select mates who, in turn,

children. Boththem and sexually exploit

Finkelhor and Browne (1984)

their

vulnerability of t.hese r¡romen to relationships in which

physically, psychologically and sexualLy abused"

General mist.rust of men by the victim surrounds the partner within

their relationships (Tsai and I^Iagner, 1978) . Finkelhor and Browne

(1984) not.es that. this dist.rust - an opposite reaction Lo betrayal -

is part.icularly direct.ed at men and. . .rris a barrier to successf ul

heterosexual relationships or marriages. . . (for). . .marital problems

among sexual abuse victims...may represent. the surfacing of mistrust

and suspicion." (p.11)

Not only is the relationship often sEormy and tormented but the

victim rarely combines sex and affection with the same man (Gordy,

1983). Jehu et al (1984185) recognize, as welI, the difficulry around

the longcerm relationship. The major difficulty is with Ehe .closeness

and intimacy involved in a sexual relationship over an extended period

of time. One reason for this is dist.rust but so also is....

"the likelihood ic may recapitulate
experience with an offender who was
the victim (Jehu er al, 1984/85, p.

comment on the

they are

the earlier traumat.ic
emot.ionally close to
It\ il

and her part.ner becomes toThe relationship between the victim

the early childhood scene she kner¿ so well. At times, the partner

will come to resemble the victim's offender (Jehu et al, 1984/85).

This is substantiated by Tsai and l^Iagner ( 1978 ) who report that a

number of women in their groups came to realize their partners often...

frbore personal characteristics similar to those of the molester.rr (p. 422)
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conversely, Herman (1981) observes that for rnany, marriage became

a way out of the victimization. The partner ís ofÈen the first person

lo be told of the abuse:

I'A number of the men responded in a very caring and
appropriate manner; they vrere angry at the fathers
and concerned about Lhe harm that had been done to
Lhe daughters. " (p " 94)

Conc lus ion

A Lypology of a partner of a woman who was sexually victimized

as a child can be extrapolated by examining the mariE.al relationship

between he and his woman. 
. 

VJhat essentially emerges from the IiteraLure

is an individual who is aloof, unreliable, €xploitative, needy, impulsive,

shows poor judgement and is socialized to view aggression and sex

as intertwined. rn addition, the partner often reminds che victim

of thc offcndcr and in some cases is quite similar in m¿rly w¿ys Lu

the offender.

The literature discloses a relaLionship where difficulties abound

with issues of closeness r. intimacy .and sexuality. llany relationships

are doomed from the very'beginning. As closeness and intimacy incieases,

former feelings associated with t.he former victimization is react.ivated.

The sense of being becrayed, of coming t.o expect abuse and disappoint.mnt

in intimate relationships, of being abandoned and of being exploited

surfaces in most social relaLionships, but more so in intimat.e relationships,

(.lehu et al, 1984185). Kaplan (t979) regards rhis relationship parrern

as a fear of intimacy.

According Eo a Jehu et, al (fgg+/gS) study, the victims in treatmenr

and their partners reflect relevent liLerature in that....
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It...every client in the series who was married or living'
as married was experiencing discord v¡ith her partner,
and almost half of t,hese v¡omen were being oppressed and/
or physically abused by her partner.r (p. 1g)

This is reaffirmed by Briere (19s4), Herman (1981), Meiselman

(1g7g) and Russell (19S4).

GI ses of the Famil Sc ene

There are indications t.hat the entire family unit. will inevitably

a victimizedsuffer Ehe cruel and crippling consequences of having

has noted

74

Ehat the traumaticindividual in rheir midsr. Russell (1984)

experiences of sexual exploitation often reverberate through the lives

of Ehose who are close to the vicEirn in many different ways.

Furthermore, Freeman (1981) argues convincingly for the utilization

of a general systems perspective as a foundacion for understanding

the family sysrem.

r'...it is extremely irnportant to be able t.o understand t.he
individual in the context of. . . (her) . . . family system, and
...is also importanË !o undersEand how each subsysÈ.em
int.erconnect,s and inf luences each larger sys Eem, and vice
versa." (p. 32)

. Due' Eo the'paucity of literature regarding sexuâI victimiza¡ion and

its effects on the family, a very brief review of the literature as iE

centers around t.he crisis knor"rn as alcoholism will be used as a basis.to

understand the family cent.ered around the prior vicLimization. The term

sexual victimizaÈion or abuse will be inserEed where appropriat,e.

Steinglass (1980) suggesLs that partners select each orher with ehe

unconscious notion of set.ting the stage for a Iife centered around alcoholism

(victimizaÊion). Cultural values regarding alcohol and its use (sexual

víctimization) predetermine marital partner selection, lhough Steinglass

(1980) suggest.s that. most people do not anticipate a life organized. around
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alcohol (abuse) at the time they take Lheir marriage vows. obviously,

fusion and emotional expectations are at work here.

Brill (1981) notes a tragic result for the partners of the alcoholic

(abused person) in thaL a change j.n the functioning of one partner results

in a compensatory change in ot.her family members. Family members come

to depend upon the alcoholics continued drinking (victimrs cont,inued

suffering). The reactive partner begins to decompensate as the ,drinking
(victimized) member gets better. Partner.s unconsciously often seek Lo

sabotage treat.ment. Steinglass (1980) confirms t.his in remarking on the

increase in separat.ion/divorce when t.he wet. partner becomes dry (when'

victimized individual receives Ëreatment).

Furthermore, Brill (1981) states that alcohol-abusing (victimized)

families usually have difficulties around the establishment of clear and

consistent behavioral role models and mastery of int.erpersonal relationships

especially the area of intimacy attainment. According to Davis (1980)

self-help (support) groups are needed to reinforce and sustain the family

during time of change, especially change. brought about by Eherapy, within

a family member who has a weLI established drinking (victimization) problem.

Al-Anon (support groups) provides t.hat extra support to keep the parrner

going when their part.ner's subsequent change causes complex and subtle

changes within the relationship.

Often, despite the dry state (treated state) the family continues

to be organizecl around alcohol (abuse). This is done Ë,hrough partÍcipation

in 4.4., Al-Anon (support groups, citizen advocacy). Reading materials

and family discussions continue to revolve around t,opics of alcohol (abuse)

according to Sceinglass (1980). Hopefully the family will move from a

total Preoccupation with alcohol (abuse) t.o a st.aLe of physical, subjective

and emot.ional st.ate free of alcohol (sexual victimization).
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Developmental and Cultural Fact ors in Working with Male Partners:

A Review

A study of the literature would not be cornplete without a review of

developmental and cultural factors relevant to the male partner. First,

it is a time of t.ransition where values which have given our society its

sÈructure and meaning, appear to be slowly shifting. yet., cultural and

developmental issues, based upon such values, are powerful forces, shaping

not only our ways of thinking and doing but our ways of being as wel,I,

giving form to both the conscious and unconscious cont.ent of our inner

lives (nubin, 1983; Zilbergeld, 1g7B).

Rubin (1983) reports that. such factors color how we think about our

lives, how we plan to live them and what we come t.o expect in our

inEeractions with each other. Secondly, relevanÈ fact.ors become more

complicated for these male partners who come to Èhe realization that they,

too, have been sexually victimized as a child or adolescent" It follows

thaÈ the relevant. IiteraLure identifying such factors would form, in parÈ,

the basis for effective clinical intervention

- The relevahË development.al and culEural fact.ors will be discussed

under the headings of male vicÈimizat.ion, violence and masculinity,

aggression and sexuality, male relationships and intimate relationships.

Male Victimization

Rates of Male Victimization

DespiÈe Lhe

victimization of

sparse. In

informat ion

1948,

explosion of research and literature on the sexual

young female children, the Iiterature on young males is

Kinsey et al did not even see fit to request t,his

in their survey of 5,000 men.

30% of 467 young men reported sexualYet, Landis (1956) found
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encounters with an adult which usually involved physical contact. 'Finkelhor

(1979) found that out of a sample of 266 college men, 8.6% had a childhood

sexual encounter. Meiselman (L979) found 11 males wit.hin her sample of

58 incest cases. Ellerstein and Canavan (1980) did a retrespective review

of records on 145 sexually abused children. They found 16 (11%) were boys

who had been vict.imized by a male. The boys were more likely to be

assaulted in a public place and more prone to have received physical inJury.

De Jong eË aI (1982) also did a retrospective. study of victimized children;

142 boys ranging in age from 6 months to 17 years. 'Their histories included

at,tempted anal int,ercourse (78"L) by known assailants (59"Ð. The of f enders

were most.ly male; 162 males and 2 females. Two-thirds were previously knovm

to the victim; the younger Èhe vÍctim, the greater the likelihood of knowing

the assailant. Finally the Badgely Report (1984) reports a surprising

statistic of one in three males having been victimized. These findings

are supported by Groth and Gary (7982) who conclude that ...rrboys are not.

immune from sexual assauIt...(and)...are the t.argets of reported victimization

in almost a third of the of f enses com¡nit.ted by rqale adult.s,' (p. 146.).

Little statistical information regarding female victimization of young

males could be found in t.he literature. Yet iL does happen. Westermeyer

(1978), Meiselman (I979), and Russeli (1984) do report such vicrimizarion.

LongTerm Problems in Male Vict.ims

Landis' (1956) study of the

87"L of. the male victims of adult

from the offence

The offender was

experiences of 5OO chil-dren

sex of f enders f elt t.hat no

while 19% indicated temporary or permanent.

found that

damage had result.ed

emotional damage.

.was .increasinglyreport,ed as beíng predominately male. This
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so as the young men reached 15 years or older. In Westermeyer's (1978) study

of.32 psychiatric patient.s reporting incest, 11 were men. These boys or

young men had been victimized by rnen as vrell as women. The presenting

clinical problems concerned sexual identity (fear of being homosexual),

anxiety, depression and sexual dysfunction (impotence). Difficulty v/as

also expressed in the area of showing warmth to wives and children.

Meiselman (1979) and Russell (1984) suggest specific effects from

mother-son encounters which vary from sexual. dysfunction to behavioral

problems such as setting fires and making sexual advances to children of

either sex. As well, they reporÈ resulÈant. effects from father-son

encount,ers as developing a fear of homosexuality and pedophiliac tendencies

which quite of Len include their o'"m children.

trrhe experience of sexual t.rauma or sexual abuse in childhood
can cau6e an adul¿ to bc scxually interested in children."
(Russell, 1984, p. 239)

Regardless of the gender of the offender, Browne and Finkelhor (1984)

state that clinicians often observe sexual preoccupaE.ion a.nd repetitive

sexual behaviour among young victims. Adolescent boys, especiaily will..".

"become sexually aggressive and victimize their peers or younger children,,

(p. 7). Further to this, Burler (1978) and Deisher er al (lg}z) suggesr

a high risk of these young men of ent.ering into prostitution.

Sarrell and MasÈers (1982) report on the sexual molestation of 11

boys by women. These men remember experiencing a multitude of emotions

such as embarrassment, humiliation, anxiety, fear, anger or even terror.

As well, confusion was felt, especially if.the individual had responded

sexually when forced or coerced. The prevalent Iongterm effects r¡rere a

sense of being abnormal (inadequate as a man, i.e. passive, weak), fear of
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being homosexual and sexual performance anxietíes

Finkelhor (1984) st.ates that boys seem Èo be as effected, if not more

so t.han girls, in the area of sexual self-esteem. More specifically, men

seem to report high levels of dissatisfact.ion after currenE sexual

experiences. A correlation between child victimizaÈion and adult

homosexual activity does seem to be evident. Finkelhor (1984) found

that boys vicEimized by older men were four times as likely to engage in

adult homosexual behaviour. It. is possible, however, that some boys are

homosexually oriented before they are abused by men, rat.her than this

orientatíon being entirely a result of their victimization.

Summary

IE is evident t.hat the literature on male victimization is sparse.

![hat can be discerned centers around sexual idencity, sexual dysfunctioning,

pedophiliac tendencies, behavioural problerns and prostitution" Relationship

problems aPpear ever so slightly through the disclosure of a difficulty

in expressing warmth to wives and children.

The numerous intrapsychic problems foLlowing the vicËímizaÈiog

seems t.o carry over to affect the individual ín his day to day functioníng

much as it does for the female, particularly in the area of sexual self-

esLeem. Sgroi (1982) sÈares:

rr...Lhat sexual abuse is nearly always a profoundly
disruptive, disorienting, and destructive experience
for the child." (p. 35)

Finkelhor (1984) adds a cautionary note that longterm effect.s may be

a result of other pathological elements much as psychological abuse, parental

of sexual victimization.neglecE, or family disorganizatíon not only that
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Victimization and Homosexuality

A certain amount of confusion exists beEween the notion of male same-

sex victimization and homosexuality. The tendency in the literature is to

presume that when an adult engages in a sexual activity with a child of

the same sex, the activiEy is homosexual. This appears to be an inaccurate

assumption (Kaufman er aI, 19BO; Kaufman, 1984). Grorh and Gary (1982)

regard a homosexual as a physically mature person who sexually prefers

other mature age-mates of the same sex. wh91eas,.a pedophile is an adult

who is sexually aE.tracEed to a prepubertal child. e."oraing to Groth and

Gary (1982), 40 percent of child molesEers express sErong disapproval of

adult homosexuality' many relat.e sexually Eo women, are married and have

children while others confine their int,erest primariry to children.

Homosexuality and

chances are that,

relations, he is

Gary, IgB2) ..

Victimization and Familiarity and Offender

The Landis (1956) study reports that 30.5% of. rhe boys had knovm r,he

offender while 68.07" had not. Finkelhor (1984) states thae boys are usually

victimized by someone outside the family. However, Ellerstein and Canavan

(19S0) states that although boys are equally prone as girls ro assaul¿ in

the home, boys are more likely to be assaulted in public places. De Jong

et.al (L982) differentiaÈes between Èhe younger and older male child. The

young male is usually the target of assaults by relatives and acquaint,ances

while Èhe older child is usually the victim of st,rangers. For the otder 
,

child, the experience is usually more víolent., more physical with the vicEim,

more resistant. result,ing in more trauma.

child-molescat,ion are noE closely associated. The

if the male offender is engaged in adult sexual

heterosexual; if he is noÈ,, he is a pedophile (Groth and
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The general trend appears to be one where offenses against

and girls under nine years of age is committed by persons known

st.rangers are more often responsible for the abuse of children

2l

both boys

t,o the child.

over

rï

14 years "

theThe overall experience of both boys and girls appears to be that

offender was knov¡n to t.hem, the effect of the trauma r.ras more or less

permanent in it,s effect. Groth and Burgess (1982) state that these encounters

are instruments of control, retaliation, degradacion or punishment.

Victimization and Masculinity

Nasjleti (1980) notes that the cultural definition of masculinity and

the expectation of males does not provide for the expression of feelíngs

such as dependency, fear, vulnerability or helplessness. Men are expected

to develop aggressiveness, self-assertiveness, competit.iveness and self-

reliance. Goldberg (7977) observes thaE males are denied the privilege

of being dependenÈ on others, being spontaneous in the expression of feelings,

being passive t.oward aggressiveness other than t.hat from females, or

permission t.o ask for nurturance. Nasjleti (1980) asserts that from early

childhood, boys learn t.hat masculinity means not depending on anyone, not

being weak, not being passive, not being a loser in confrontation, in short,

not being a victim.

A direct link to the reluctance to appear as a victim or ask for advice

is the need to avoid appearing helpless or passive. The presentation as

a víctim of assault can be tantamount t.o admitting to be a stereotypic wimp

i.e. homosexual' even though the boy may have been brutally forced into

such activity. Obviously, many psychosocial and emotional factors play

a part, in a boys unwillingness to reveal sexual victimizaEion. But

Kaufman et al (1980) sees a preponderance of t.he controlled emotional reactions

as a reflection of the gender role expection that it is unmanly to express
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emot ion, even in the face of enormous physical and emotional tiauma.

Male rape victims infrequent.ly report the assault and mask the nat.ure

of the assault. Yet, despite this out,er blending of emotion, the

underlying .feelings expressed by male victims are quite similar to

that of female victims (Kaufman, 1984; Groth and Burgess, 19Bo).

The style is a controlled style where victims appear quiet, embarrassed,

withdrar.m or unconcerned

Vio I enc e and Masculinity

Fasteau (L974) has come t,o t.he concrusion that men are broughc

up with the noLion that lurking beneath Èhe surface of every.real,

man is the capacity, even an affiniuy, for violence. violence is

supposed to represent the primal, untamed base of mascurinit.y" Tn

developing Ehe idea furrher, he suggests a myth exists which stat,ca

that although violence must, be kept under conErol, this restraint

is costly. Such restraint, of violence cuts men off from their masculine

roots, from one of their.deepest sources of male energy and dulls

the basic animal vitality. .Real, men.have a nat,ural capácity for

violence; equaËing violence to masculinity. FasÈeau (tslt+¡ suggesrs

that for the average man to lead a life devoid of physical risk and

aggression, he will somehow feel less masculine:

lt ... men compensate for the gap beEween the mal
of physical toughness and courage and the real
their Iives by displaying a distorted, compens
toughness in other, often inappropriat.e, areas
t,o simplistic polarization - resolving persona
with both men and \"romen, child rearing practic
(p. 156)

e ideal
ity of
atory

suscep t ib le
1 disagreements,
es;."..(etc.)..""

Though rarge inter-culteral variations exisÈ, in the definitions

of maleness, some core characteristics remain widely at¡ached to males
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in most cultures (Millerr, 1970; Tiger, tg75).

rrMales more than females incline to touch mastery of
r.he environment and creative rather than reactive
interference with physical and social realities.rr
(tiger , I97 5, p. 31 )

The connection firmly exists between the control of human aggression,

the controL of t.he dynamic of male groups and the maintenance of male

self-respect and confidence. To retain self-esteem, maintain a position

of power and a sense of manly status, men retain the right to cóntrol

aggression. The management of aggression is a complex process for

men having to do with male bonding and the means of validat.ion. one

example is I'a night out drinking with the boys'r which seems to function

as a means of validation. -

Goldberg (7979) sees men having to live up to the image around

masc.lll ini ty, The hallmarks of "succcssfultr mesculinicy seem to be

firmly connected t.o the drive for power and control. This writer

goes so far as to suggest thal the masculine imperative, the pressure

and compulsion'to perform, to prove himself, even supersedes the ins.tinct

to survive. Also, men are seen as cont.riving, managing and justífying...

the social structures surrounding the violent and aggressive violation

of the rights and health of coerced persons (tiger, 1975). violence/

aggression is deeply entrenched with the sense of self-esteem, po$/er

and manly status buc also with male bonding and validat.ion as a person.

Aggression and Sexualitv

Diana RusseII seems,

aggression and sex ts

11e).

(1984) notes that...r?f or many men, it

are closely relat.ed...being aggressive

masculine; being sexually aggressive is masculine...n (p.
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Yet, t.he sex act is of ten the only intimat.e conLact many adult men

ever have with women. One negative consequence is the profound loss

of the potenrial for inrimacy. (Fasteau 1974).

The ultimate cost is the ability to have an_ intimate relationship

v¡ith a $toman while maintaining a position of power in that rela¡ionship

(l'litlett, 1970) . The mythical maIe, according to Fasteau ( 1974) is

always less involved with the woman than the woman is with him, for

a man cannot be dependent, especially upon a r.roman. Love and equality

are not seen to be one of the values of the masculine ideal. Fast.eau

(t974) and Goldb.rg (1983) observe Èhar men ofren deverop a rigid

and narrow idea of emotional control in personal relaÈions. Thus

if one st.rives for a liberated, equal relationship with all the preceived

benefits and security of the t.radiEional relationship, this makes

for a volatile, fragile situation.

Fasteau (r974) regards the srerotype as that of a machine v¡ho

wieLds his power over vromen effortlessly and magnamously. rt. is as

if men are somehow removed from.."discovering their passions, accepting

them, rejoicing in t.hem, meshing them as best they can with the world

and living by chem. As men struggle to keep their psychic distance

from women and from their ov,n feelings, sex develops a hostile edge"

Thus stifling the freedom and spontaneity that makes sex personal

and gives it meaning.

Russerr (1984) agrees with the distancing between intimacy and

sex for men. Men are trained from childhood to separate sexual desire

from caring, respecting, tiking or loving. Many men often regard

r¡romen as sexual objects rat.her than as full human beings
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I'Relationships are Ehin based upon the quantity and
att.ractiveness of the part.ners rather than the quality
and attractiveness of personalities as well as Eoral
relationships. Men do love and care f,or women but
usually within the content of a relationship struct.ured
to preserve the malers sense of being different from
and superior to the f ema1e. I^Ihereas. . . f emale sexual
socialization encourages females to integrate sex,
affection, and love, and to be sensitive t.o what their
partners want. " (Russell, 1984, p. 120)

Boys are Èaught, how to be a man. They come to value expressions

of masculinity and devalue expressions of femininity. Balswick'and

Peek ( tg75) state that masculinity is expressed largely rtrough physical

courage, t.oughness, compelitiveness and aggressiveness whereas femininity

is expressed through gentleness, expressiveness, and responsiveness.

According to zíIbergeld (1978), emot.ions are noL to be expressed

nor allowed to be shown.

M¿le RelaL j.urrshi¡.rs

Men seem to be most comfortable when a job needs to be done,

a probLem solved or an adversary engaged. .But how long can êonversat.ions

about. business, .PoIitics or sports be fulfilling and nourishing? Goldberg

(7979) suggests thar men only seem to bond comfortably in pursuit

of a tangible goal or in the defeat of a common enemy. There appears

to be no basis of inÈimacy in order to reach out to other men. Anxiety

over touching or any other form of sensuaL display, t.he controlled

intellectualizing and t.he general lack of spontaneity and unself-

conscious playfulness serves to make the companionship between men

unsatisfying and highly lirnited (BaIswick and peek, Lg75; Fasreaue

1974; Goldberg , L979; Zilbergeld, 197S).

Furt.her to Èhis, men who publicly express feelings/emotions stand

the chance of losing the respect. of their peers and themselves
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Zilbergeld (1978) suggesrs rhar talking abour feelings and concerns

is considered a feminine trait.

whereas doing is the only thing that really matters as men are

supposed to be functional, working or Èhinking about how to solve

the current problern. Personal reaction is considered dysfuncLional

except in the arena of playing games, drinking and combat. Fasteau

(t974) regards male contact. as rarely goíng beyond the external.

"Realrr men are not to have doubts, .fears, disappointments or

even estatic moments. rf he does, he must keep quiet about them.

The point is to retain control over the situaÈion. rt is safer to

endure silently or find an objeccive excuse, than to show vulnerability"

Having learned t.hat vulnerability is unacceptable, a man cannot turn

Eo other men in a crisis or in genuine caring. As such, there is

no basis of intimacy upon which E.o reach out t.o the other.

A man who finds himself responding to another manrs needs and

besot with anxiety and self-and warmÈh will befeelings

doubt.

wi th

These

car ing

doub t s

keep

seen

Thus each will

ot.her men. As

usually cent.er around the notion of homosexuality"

a deliberate and self-protective distance from

by Goldberg (I979):

"This is particularly unfortunate and destructive because
it sets up such powerful barriers to supportive, loving
friendships among men, which are absolutely imperative if
he is ever to free himself from his dangerous emot.ional
iso"Iat.ion and his inordinate and debilitating dependency
on rthisrr rn¡omen.tr (p . 249)

Intimate Re lat. ionships

Companionship and affection are of vital importance to intimate

relat,ionships between men and women"
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Zilbergeld (1978) reminds us that we need t.o...understand, consider

and communicate wit,h others... (in order Lo...link ourselves with the rest

of humaniEy)" (p.3S5). The strength of the relationship can be quesrioned

when it is built upon the basis of the previously described male mystique.

The difficulty arises in obtaining closeness wiE,hout compassion, tenderness,

caring, trust, vulnerability - those very emotions denied to men. Again,

the socializatíon of men has provided little to assist men in building the

foundation of an intimate relationship

The assumption is that the man and woman do noE, bring comparable

expressive capabilities to make the relationship work. Fasteau (Ig74)

suggests the system aE work here is such that the women have t.o coax out

the true feelings of theír men and try to help them deal wit.h t.hose feelings

without damaging his dominanÈ position; Men do not give the emotional

support they get as they have not learned how t.o extend such emotional support"

As stated by Millett (1970) the relationship that takes place between men

and women in t.he bedroom reflects t.he relationships between them in t.he

world at large

Men shoulder responsibility, self-discipline and a protective committmenc

to women and children according t.o Ehrenreich (1984). Each perform their

role - I^7omen understand and men do. To this end, men have been as much

as unquestioning and as obedient as \Àromen. Men are bound to their work

as vromen to men forming the status quo for male-female relationships.

The posit,ion of men appears to be quite similar to that of women prior

to the feminist movement. ZLlbergeld (1978) notes t.hat many men are unhappy

with their situation within work, the sexual aspect of their lives, etc"

Many suggest quit.e strongly that change ís warranted and wanted by most
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males (BaIswick and Peek, rgi.5; Ehrenreich, Lgg4; Fasteau, r974; Goldberg,

Lglg, 1983; Zilbergeld, 1978) .

Though exciting and v¡arranted, change wíth all its uncertainty is

difficutt and stressful. s.tability and securiEy is becoming a scarce

commodity especially without the time honored boundarÍes thaL used to define

male-female relationships. Ehrenreich (1983), Goldberg (1983) and Zilbergeld

(fçzg) see the range of acceptable behaviour around the stereotype,broadening

but, not. without the price of confusion and t.urmoiI.

Relationship Expect.ations

According to Sager (1981), the expectations that individuals have of

their partners and what. they Ë,hemselves wish to give Èo the relationship

and to Ehe partner ís ofL times unknown, let alone expressed as r¡rell as

explored by each. Not only are these concerns/needs/expectations usually

not in the range of awareness but, often irrat,ional and unrealistic

DeEermining factors are biological and intropsychic having developed from

Lhe familial and the broader cult,urar environment. As well, Èhese

expectations are usually relationship specific having to do with such

individual concerns as communication, life-style, child-rearing, money,

values, eEc.

Such issues include power and control needs, closeness-dist,ance, act.ive-

passive impulses. These unfulfilled, unconscious expectaE,ions usually make

intense emotional reactions which are often puzzLìng and inappropriate.

Thus, any change, large or smatl in t,he intimate relationship will provoke

significanÈ alternatíves to the demands of one or both part,ners. Such is

the basis of the individual and dyadic contracÈ, according to Sager (1981).

28
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Fusion in a Relationship

Kerr ( 1981)

each other within

notes there are t\^ro natural forces which counLer balance

the couple's

pull Eowards

contract. These separate forces are the

individuality but also toward togetherness

The individuality force strives toward each becoming an

individual in their own right. The togetherness force strives toward that

expectat.ions

or fusion.

which

sense of

pre s sure

think and

sense of loss of

checking and balancing

too much togetherness

being connected to another person. Fusion is also the emotional

put on each to meet the needs of the other as vreLl as to have each

act in certain r¡¡ays. The balance between these two needs are

in constant motion continuallv one another. Kerr

with it.s accompanying

some individuality.

dyadic leveLs mostly

(1981) states t,hat a feeling of

self will trigger

be felt borh on

efforts to recover

The pressure wilI the intrapsychic and

outside of each oners avTareness

According to Freeman (1981) individuals who have difficulty idenrifying

Ehemselves as separat.e from others will tend to use others as a way of

defining themselves. The need will be strong to fuse r¡ith another in order

to feel complete. Thus a need to be different, to view a situation

differently wiIl cause emotional turmoil withÍn the relationship. To

reduce the tension, the reactive partner will seek a reducÈion in the

turmoil by either seeking out. a different supportive relationship or redefine

t,he relationship on a more appropriate leveI.

UnabIe to emot.ionally and sometimes intellectually define individuality,

each partner is susceptible to the excessive influence of the other. The

ideal solution is for different.iation. The more differentiated the-partner,

the more he/she is able to maintain a balance between individuality and
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fusion. The more undifferentiated the partner, the more he/she is-affected

by what others feel and think, with a sense of being controlled through

t.he need f or approval, (Freeman, 1981).

In reality, aLl individuals are susceptible at different times Eo

differenE states of the differentiation and undifferenEiation continuum

and s.tate of anxiety or confidence predicts a different spot but mostly

a development in one's sense of self dictates the degree of differentiation.

Oners sense of self, according to Kerr (19g1) and Freeman.(19g1), dictates

an individualrs choice of friends and Iife partner. often people marry

Partners who are at the same level of emotional health and state of

differentiation. Freeman (1981) suggests that if a partner feels shaky

and unsure, they will seek out someone who will give them a sense of security.

The other partner will have been searching for someone to support. as a \,ray

of feeling good about their own self.

Furthermore, Freeman (1981) notes that needs and expectat.ion change

with usually one changing more quickly than t.he other. This unequal rat.e

of differentiation often causes a crisis with the resistanE. (reactive)

partner seeking to undermine or sabotage the others progress. Of course,

differentiation moves of one individual affects the toeal relacionship.

Emotional Triangles

It is at this poinl where fusion/differentiation struggles cause ¡he

react.ive partner to seek out an emotional attachmenc with a different

individual at a higher emotional level. It would seem, according to Freeman

(1981) and Kerr (1981), that the more undifferentiated or emorionally fused

people are with each other, the more likely it is that they will operate

in an emotional tríangle. TrÍangulation provides the opportunity to avoid
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working on self through the stabilization of ones own emotional feelings
about the ot.her partner by talking to a third party. This third party

can be a therapist, friend or family mernber. Deeply fused individuals

strive to maintain the relationship for their own emotional survival.

Thus it makes sense for a LherapisL to work with both partners for if t.he

activ.e partner is working on self and the other is not, there is a good

likelihood the relationship will end.

Conclus ion

The scarce literature discloses that victimization is an issue for
men as we 1l as r¡/omen. The o lder the boy, the great.er the opportunity f or

an offense in public by a stranger with a greater degree of violence.

Younger boys are more tikely to be offended against. by someone familiar
with the effect of the t.rauma being more or less permanent.

CIinicaI problcms include concerns arourrd sexual ldencÍty (fear ot

being homosexual), anxiety, depression, sexuar dysfuncLion (impoEence),

relationship problems and the potential for pedaphiliac tendencies" The

few reports of mother-son victimization encounters'disclose cl.inical problems

of sexual dysfunction, behavioural problems such as setting fires and

pedophiliac tendencies. Il has been observed by Finkelhor (19S4) rhar boys

appear to be more affected than girls in the area of sexual self-esteem.

Nasjleti (1980) suggests that boys learn from an earry age thar to

be a victim (hurt and helpless) is not masculine. Yet the underlying feelings

expressed by male victims is quite similar to the female victim (Kaufman,

1984).

The myth is that beneath Èhe surface of every rrreal', man is the capacity,

even an affinity, for violence. Tiger (1g75) observes that to retain self-
esteem' maintain a position of power and a sense of manly stat.us, men retain
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the right t.o use aggression. Russell (1984) suggests that for.many men,

aggression and sex are closely linked while intimacy becomes separated

from sex and identifies with the "soft't aspects of life, i.e. vulnerability,

distress. Caring thus becomes a feminine trait.

Important supportive loving friendships are lost, for often men cannot

turn to other men. Even reLationships with women have a sense of distance,

closeness without c_ompassion as the dominant position has Lo be maint.ained,

(Fasteau, 1g74). Ehrenreich (1984), Goldberg (1983) and Zilbergeld (1978)

suggest t.his truism as changing buL not without confusion and t.urmoiI.

Therefore, the clinician who is working with the partner needs to be

a\^rare of relationship expectations between partner and t.he victim

(Sager, 1981), fusion with that relationship (Kerr, 1981; Freeman, 1981).

but especially the pot,ential for emot.ional triangLes between vict.im,

partner and clinician.

Small Group Ïnt ervent i ons

A Review

0verview

This review is about groups - that mutual

when individuals come together for the

In particular,

orienEation of

this review is about the

has

and

and

aid syslem which occurs

of helping one another.

clarify the therapeutic

purpose

need to

the Partners

Therapy in groups

pain, offering support

during different times

healing were within a social or multi-person cont.ext. In our culture,

Group.

a long and varíed history of alleviating

radiating hope. Lieberman (1980) notes thar

in different cultures the usual methods of

people are often placed in groups to facilitate the healing process.
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The reality is t.hat we have been in groups arl our lives be that with
farnily, friends, or in ress intimate situations. schwartz (1961 )
notes Èhe forces of mutual aid and peer group association is not a

new tradit.Íon but a re.claimed tradition.

schwarrz (1961), Rose (1g77), and shulman (rg7g) regard groups
as an arriance wherein individuals form not one but many hetpful
relationships in order to work on common problems. This is a helping
sys tem where each one needs the other as 

.\^7e 
l r as the leader. The

assumption is Lhat cure or change is based upon the examination and
reworking of rerationships within the group (Lieberman, lggo; Rose,
7977; Schwartz, 796I; yalom, 1g75). Lieberman (19g0) furrher srresses
this supportive environment facilitates the developmenE of new behaviour
wichin as well as outside of the group

Se I f-He I p Group s

varying types of therapy and encount.er groups are viewed as a

social microcosm reflecting the larger socieLy.. self-help groups
and consciousness-raising groups view their groups as a social microcosm
as f¡relI but without the emphasis upon the interaction between members.
New behaviour is developed to be used not inside the group but outside.
self-he1p groups build upon the concrete - the identity with a common

core issue (Lieberman, 19BO; Borman et al , tgg|). Borman et al (Lgg2)
observes that the possibility for growth and deveropment in the meanÍng
and quality of onefs life through self_help is invaluable. The intenE
is to offer some form of service to Èhe members be that service support,
information, conditions for change or changing something nout there,,
-social advocacy. The main distinguishing factor here is tha. self_

33



help groups have been formed

(Borman and Lieberman, 7976).

support system which has its

he lp ing .
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largely without professional guidance

This is a natural or spontaneous peer

own distinctive values and modes of

Psychothera py Groups

Psychot.herapy groups are seen by Borman (1981) as being based

upon the vague indistinct notion of growth and development. t:a,

Lieberman (1980) observes that group rherapy is explicitly based upon

the medical model where members are seen as patients who exhibit I'sickrr

behaviour, the cure is the resoluËion of psychological distress and

the group is professionally Ied by a therapisr. The main therapeutic

element here is the exploration and reworking of the relationship

between paEient and therapist as well as between paLients within the

group. Psychotherapy is seen by Yalom (1975) as both art and science

v¡here the human encounter will always be a deeply personal, nonmeasureable,

complex experience.

BehaviouraL Groups

Behavioural models of groups are based upon social learning lheory.

They seek to bring about individual change and development through the

use of modelling, cognitive restructuring, shaping and so on within

group dynamics and utilizing group intervention straLegies. specific'

behaviours such as anxiet.y, sexual dist.urbances, social skiIl deficiencÍes

depression, phobias, smoking, excessive eat.ing, drug addition, etc. are

all target.s of change. Rose et al (1985) view the group process as a

very beneficial mediating Ëool in cogniLive-behaviour therapy providing

corrective, evaluacive feedback through the encouragement of broad

participation of aIl members. The behavioural approach is seen as being
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utilized to advantage not only in individual therapy but withi-n rhe group

setting as weI1.

Humanistíc-ExisLentiaI Group

Groups based upon the humanistic-existential perspective come under

t.he headings of encounter groups, growth groups, sensitivity groups,

gestalt groups and so on. These groups share a common view of the

individual as a developing person with the goal being this individual's

actualization of latent poEenrial (Lieberman,. 19Bo). yalom (rg'75) nores

that, though vague, the goal is usually for some type of,change, be that

change one of behaviour, attitude, degree of self-actualization, eLc.

The members are seen as participants rather t,han patients and t.he experience

within the group is considered grovrt.he not therapy. Lieberman (1980)

further observes the group is led by a therapist. who strives to assume

the stance of a fellow group member rather lhan the status of a healing

professional

S :!¡r,rat ion/Trans it ion Groups

In addit.ion, Schwartz (1975) reports on rrsmall díscussion -

education groups moderated by a trained leader... (which are)...used...

for the mut.ual assistance of individuals who share some stressful life

situation" (p " 744). He calls these groups Situarion/Transirion (S/T)

groups; a concept.ualization resulting from an extensive literat.ure review

around the use of small groups. It would appear that S/T groups do not

seek to changerrsomething out thererrbut seek to assist members deal

on a personal level with an external life stress situation. The primary

focus is mutual caring and coping, not necessarily that of intropersonal

changer gror¡tth, insight and so on, nor, education around group functioning.

The assistance offered is cat.egorLzed. by Schwartz (1975) as suppression,
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such as emotional support, universality (seeing t.hat. others are going

through the same thing) and denial; expressive such as catharsis/

vent.ilation; and neutral such as information-sharing and socialization.

'rThe group is reportedly seen by members as a relatively
safe haven, a nurturing environment...where members can
get support and acceptance from peers and a parent.al
figure...a sense of community...(providing)...such a
framework. . . (that). ..can make an individualrs feelings
and reactions understandable and give meaning to events
that would otherwise be confusing.
It is a place, also, where they can give support and
feel more useful, despite the self-derogation they may
experience as a consequence of their life change."
(Schwartz, 1975, p. 746-747)

Common Factors

Despite the apparent broad diversity across groups, Yalom (1975)

found curative methods quite similar between behavioural, humanistic

or dynamic modes of operation. Further to this, he developed those

common curative methods into eleven primary categories. These categories

are strikingly similar to the five common group capacities for personal

change developed by Lieberman (1980) and as well to the nine muËual aid

concept.ualizations developed by Shulman (1979). It would seem that ah"r"py

groups which appear to be tot.ally different, often rely on identical

mechanisms for change.

The eleven basic categories of curative fact.ors as developed by

Yalom (L975) are:

1) Instillation of hope

2) Universality

3) lmparting of information

4) Altruism
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5) The curative recapitulation of the primary family group

6) Development of socialízlng techniques

7) ImiEative behavíour

B) Interpersonal learning

9) Group cohesiveness

10) Catharsis

11 ) Existential factors

Instillation of Hope

JI

are at. varying stages of improvement for it is important to

the improvemenE of others. As well, the t.herapist must have

in himself and in the effectiveness of his group.

Universality

Yalom (1975) asserts that all

with a sense of hope/faith that the

effectively. Clients need to have

According r,o Yalom (1975), a

group is the discovery that each

a particular concern or problem.

similar to t.heir ornm, clients do

consensual validation. Each will

forms of therapy must. be infused

selected treatment mode will work

continual contact with others who

observe

convic t i on

powerful source of comfort. in a therapy

in having

concerns

person is not alone /unique

In hearing others disclose

have the opportunity for candid

continue Èo benefit from the perception

from the sharing of deep concerns "of their similarity to others and

Tmparting of Information

The educational process is both an implicit one through advice,

suggestions or guidance from fellow group members and an explicit. one

through didactic instruction from the therapist. As seen by Yalorn

(1975), the explicit educational focus functions as the initial binding

in a group through the provision of slructure and function. But, the
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implicit process begins early and

group. The main purpose of this

continues Lhroughout the life of the

advice giving is that it implies and

conveys a mutual interest and caring.

Altruism

Yalom (I975) suggest that group members often find it a refreshing

experience as werl as a boost to their morale to find they can be of

ímportance t.o others, not only through the reciprocal giving/receiving

sequence, but also through the very act of giving. Members will often

listen and absorb from each other, more so than from the therapist who

retains t.he role of a prof essional, f or t,he members can usually be count.ed

uPon to be quite sPontaneous and truthful. Fellow members are important

to each other as well for che simple but important act of being there

and permilting each to learn about themselves wit.hin their relationships

within the group.

The Correct.ive Recapitulation of the Primary Family Group

Almost. without exception, Yalom (7975) regards each group member

as.having a history of a highly unsatisfactory.experience within their

primary family. Each group wiII come to resemble the family in many

ways wit.h Ëhe members inÈeracting with each other and the leaders as

they interact. with siblings and parents. The important aspecÈ. here is

that the early familial pat.terns and conflicts come to be relived

correctly. Yalom (7975) asserts that behavioural stereotypes must be

constantly challenged, and ground rules of reality testing, exploration

of relationships, and testing out. of new behaviours const.antly encouraged,

As the group members work out problems with therapists and fellow members,

they are also working through their unfinished business
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Deve 1 opmen t of Socializing Techniques

The development. of basic social skills is operational in

groups. The group is often the first opportunity for accurate
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aIl therapy

interpersona I

YaIomfeedback especially for

(1975) asserts there is

deliberate alEeration of

some highly sophisticated social

more adequately in future social

fmitative Behaviour

those who lack intimate relationships.

often more than the simple recognition and

social behaviour but also the development of

skills that r"rill allow each to function

interactions.

SociaI learning does not just encompass direct reinforcement but

imitation as welI. Yalom (1975) observes that. group members often

benefit from observing the therapy of another individual wi¡h a similar

problem. The individual learns from experiment.ing with new behaviour

even if that experimentation is done vícariously. Though the imitative

process is more implicit than direct reinforcement, it is important

nevertheless.

Interpersona I Learning

Yalom (1975) suggesrs that int.erpersonal learning is broad and

complex taking into account insight, working through the t.ransference,

the corrective emotional experience, as well as processes unique to the

group set.ting. 0f prime importance are the interpersonal relationships

within the group for the need is always there for acceptance and

fellowship with others. The group set.ting must offer opporËunities

t,o experience support, affect stimulation and reality testing. yalom

(7g75) states t.hat group members musL obt.ain enough support from the

group in order to be able Èo express themselves honestly and to work



through specific incidents, as well as to offer

The group will, in time, develop into a social

members from which each can have the potent.ial

Group Cohesiveness
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consensual va1 idation.

matrix for the participant

to learn and grow.

YaIom (1975) asserts that positive patient outcome is correlated

with individual attraction to the group and also to group populariLy,

a variable related to group support and acceptance. Group cohesiveness,

that atlraction members have for Ëheir gr.oup and for the other members,

produces positive attendance, participation and influenceabiliry of

members. IL would appear thaE members of a cohesive group are more

accept.ing of one another, more supportive, and more inclined to form

rneaningful relat,ionships within the group. These conditions allow each

member to express and explore themselves, to become avTare of and

inE,egrate unaccept,able aspects of self and to relaLe more deeply with

others. This increases self-est.eem.

Cathars is

Catharsis, Ehe open impression of affect,, is seen by Yalom (1975)

as being vit.al Eo the therapeutic process. I,Iit.hout it, a group would

become a sterile intellectual exercise. The strong expression of

emotion is essential to the development of cohesiveness, t.o t.he

conveying of a sense of liberation and of acquiring skills for the

future

Existent.ial Factors

Yalom (L975) included issues such as responsibility, basic

isolation, contingency, t,he recognition of our mortality and the

ensuing consequences of the conduct of our lives within the category
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five items ¡
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1)

?'\

Recognizing that. 1if e is at t.imes unf air and unjust.

Recognizing that ultimately there is no escape from some
of life's pain and from death

3) Recognizing that no maÈE.er
I still face life alone.

how c lose I get t.o other peop Ie,

4) Facing the basic issues of my life and death, and
living my life more honest.ly and being less caught
in trivialities

thus ,

up

5) Learning that I musr take ultimate responsibility for
the way I live my life no mat.ter how much guidance and
support I gel from others.

(p. B4-8s)

Yalom (t975) believed these factors play an important, but. generally,

unrecognized role in therapy.

A hard but essential lesson to learn in dealing with life's

t.ragedies is to come to know whaE each individual cannot obt.ain from

others. As such, Yalom (7975) believed that care must be taken t.o

not t,ranslaLe the fundamental, concealed issues of life into interpersonal

issues. The focus would be to confront t,hese issues in order to increase

life's meaning and purpose as well as to increase t.he ability to hear

r,rhat cannot be changed

In addition to Yalomts (7975) curative factors of groups,

Lieberman (1980) conceptualized five and shulman (rgig) nine common

capacities for facilitating personal change. Lieberman (1980) sees ¡he

dev:. Iopment of cohesiveness, control of behaviour, definition of reality,

the induct.ion and release of feelings and the provision of a contrast

for social comparison and feedback as essential. Shulman (1979) regards
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the sharing and debate of ideas, discussion of taboo areas, universality,

mutual support, mutual demand/expectation, individual problem solving,

rehearsal of new skills and strength in numbers phenomenon as the mutual

aid that are effective in groups. These somewhat similar factors are

rather broad in comparison t.o the measure of precision and certaint.y

that Yalom (1975) has developed in approaching a complex phenomenon

through iLs basic components.

Lieberman (1980), YaIom (I975) and Shulman'(1979) have. refined

an enormously complex process into similar simple basic components"

Though the fact.ors are presented as discreet entities, to a large

extent each is interdependent.; neiÈ,her occurring nor functioning

separately. Yalom (1975) stresses that though each curat,ive factor

operati in every type of therapy group, t.he interplay varies widely

from group to group/session to session. In the same group, different

individuals may benefit from different curative factors. The main

issue to be considered here is that the process of ther.apy, similar

across groups, is a complex human experience powerful enough to

effect change.

0bstacles

Individual Needs

The main obst.acle to impede the process of group therapy is

paradoxically the very social system constructed to assist that

process - group cohesiveness/mutuality (ShuIman, 7979). Though

necessary, a sense of a common goal irnpedes the realization of each

member's personalized needs. The dichotomy bet.ween groups and individual

needs serves at times to exclude one or more members. As well, there



is evidence to show t,hat members who stay

induced by group cohesion are less like1y

(Lieberman, 1980).

Limited Therapist Influence
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loyal to a sense of similarity

to experience positive change

Group process is facilitated by the group therapist. This is

not an easy task. Power and influence are considerably more diffused

in the group setting than they are in a dyad. Influence becomes a product

of how the social system functions; the result of group int.eract.ion not

necessarily due to actions on behalf of the therapist. The sources of

po$rer and the ability to exercise it, to effect. change, become complex

issues for the therapist (Lieberman, 19BO; Yalom, 1975)"

Barriers to Communication

Open communication is necessary for the group to funct.ion effectively.

There are barriers which make it difficult for group members to express

their real feelings and concerns to each other. shulman (1979) notes

these barriers are but, a reflection of lhe larger society which has

developed implicit and explicit norms of behaviour as well as taboo

areas which are designed to block open communication. Each member brings

a part of this culture into the group making it. initially difficult for

members to t.alk to and to listen Ëo each ot.her around areas of concern

(Yalom, 7975).

Conc lus ion

Group therapy, then, in order to facilitate the process of cure

and change, must overcome three major obstacles. These are: the

dichotomy beÈween individual and group needs, Lhe relative loss of

therapeutic power and influence and the barriers to open conìmunication"
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The listing of these obstacles does not imply an exclusive lisÈ nor does

it imply argument.s against the use of groups, but does represent an av/areness

of difficulties as well as curative factors.

So lut i ons

The issue is how does the therapist maximize the group potential

for members in each particular group? Lieberman (1980) reports that

the ability of the therapist to gauge the feeling state and progress

of the group members is essential as well.as the ability to diagnose

individual and group needs

ttOne needs to kno\^/ \^rhen to int.ervene, in what, way, what
needs to be done when t.he group is working well and
when it. is not, when it is being useful and when it is
not.rr (p. 489)

Further to this, Yalom (1975) observes:

"The group therapistrs job is to creat.e t.he machinery
of therapy, to set. it into motion and to keep it
operat.ing with a maximum of effecÈiveness.rt (p. 105)

Underlying alI of ¿his is a consistent, positive relatÍonship between

therapist and group members. Yalom (I975) report.s therapeutic techniques

are most effective when experienced within an accepting and caring

re lat ionship .

ïn further discussing therapist's tasks, the framework developed

by Yalom (1975) will be utilized

Creation and Maintenance of the Group

Yalom (1975) notes that the therapist is responsible for bringing

È.he group int.o being through uhe offer of professional expertise, setting

the date, place and E.ime of meetings and for deciding whether or not

Èhe group r¿ill be an open or closed group
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The selection and preparation of the members is also an important

consideration. Lieberman (1980) reports that clinical observation

and åmpirical research indicate that the expectation of individuals

can be altered in a posítive manner prior to the beginning of the groupe

thus influencing the functioning of the group especiatly in the initial

stages. The task is to create a social system through the development

of group cohesiveness. Yalom (t915) recommends that the therapist must

intervene to deter any action, such as absenses, subgrouping, or scape-

goating, t.hat threatens the integrity of the group, even to the point

of removing a member for the good of the group.

Culture Building

The therapist must endeavour to shape the new social system into

a therapeutic social system through the establishment of a set of

behaviour rules/norms which wÍll guide group interaction. Yalom (I975)

observes that since the group is the agent of change rather than the

therapist, the therapist. must subtly build a group culture which will

ultimately exert extensive therapeutic strength. Honest and spontaneity

of expressíon must be encouraged in the group as r^rell as a high level

of invoLvement, non-judgemental acceptance of others, high Levels of

self-disclosure, a desire for self-understanding, dissatisfaction with

present modes of behaviour and an eagerness for change.

Activation and Illumination of the Here-and-Now

Yalom (1975) reports that a major difference exists between therapy

which seeks t.o effect change and that of self-help groups. The difference

is the focus within therapy groups upon the here-and-now. This focus

means that the group discussion does not dwell upon the past but upon
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The díscussion centering around the here-and-now is shared by

members but the task of commenting on process belongs to the

alone. Process here refers to Ehe relaÈionship implications

personal transactions (Yalom, 1975)

Co-therapy

behaviour.

fellow

therap is t

of ,inter-
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Ímmediate events within the meeting. The group becomes more alive with

all members more intensely involved providing a powerful focus on inter-

personal learning. The therapist must st.eer the group into Lhe here-

Group therapy can be conducted by one therapist but according

to Yalom (1975) the majority of therapists prefer to work with a co-

t.herapist. Further to this, Rosenbaum (1983) suggests that co-therapy

actually enhances group process and increases interaclion

AdvanEage s

The advantages according to Yalom (1975) and Rosenbaum (1983)

are that. co-therapy makes avai,lable a source of support. t.o each therapist

in the face of the power of the group. As weLl, an effective interpersonal

relat,ionship is provided for the patients Eo learn from and to model.

The co-therapists may compensate for individual weaknesses or specific

inabilities thereby complementing each other. Co-therapy assures cont,inuity

of care in instances where one of the therapists is absent. and allows

each therapist to receive continuing feedback from a peer concerning

the effectiveness-ineffectiveness of his/her work in therapy. The parallel

of the group to t,he primary family situation is increased by presenting

a male/female relationship which is reminiscent of the father - mother

relationship. FinaIly, co-therapy expands the fund of creaEivity available



to the pat.ient and the range of

ideas Èhat may be utilized.

Hazards
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interventions, techniques and Èreatment

- Though advantageous, Bowers and Gauren (1981) suggest that. there

are pot.ential hazards to co-t.herapy. The co-therapy relationship may

become of prime importance to the therapist.s to the deteriment of the

ÈreatmenL of group members. The group focus would be lost, or diverted

away from facilitating E.he memberrs work.. The potentiaL sharing between

co-therapists t.o the exclusion of Lhe group members prevents Ehe opportunity

to learn, directly and vicariously from the sharing that. must t.ake place

beËween therapists and group members. Modeling, an importanË force in

therapy, will suffer.

Yalom (tglS) suggests that the therapists must have equal status

in expertise. rf equal status does noE exist, lension and unclarity

regarding leadership role will exist for both therapists and group members.

As weIl, the co-therapists must. be comfortable, open with each other

and in agreement regarding style and strategy in the running gf groups.

S/T Groups For Partneis 0f i^Iomen i,lho tr^Iere Sexually.Abused

In Childhood And/Or Adolescence

The group under consideration regardíng therapeutic orientation

is a group for partners of women who were sexually abused as children.

These vtomen are currently in treatmenÈ which has the potential to produce

changes. These are changes which need to be incorporated into the

existing relat.ionship. But also these changes may well improve or

exacerbate their mariËal relationship. Each member had turned to the

group forttsupportrr. These men v¡ere not going Lo the group necessarily
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for therapy for they did not. see themselves as the identified client.

This role of identified client clearly belongs to their partners.

After running the group for a period of six sessionsr â slight

state of confusion developed, as to which \índ of a group was this that

the Eherapists were running. There $ras not. a sense of comfort in applying

the label of self-help. The group r¡ras not styled after such classic

self-heIp groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous and Al-Anon even though

there r¡ras a strong element within the group of the philosophy of self-

heIp.

t'It is an ancient philosophy which recognizes, develops
and nurt.ures the st.rength of peop le to not only help
themselves but also to reach ouE and help others to
help themselves." (Borrnan eE al, 1982, p. 1)

Self-help is a movement avray from the reliance on the professional

moving toward lhe old c.onc.epr of neighhorrr helpíng neíghhorrr: anrJ frl'.enrJ

helping friend. The group in quest,ion had Èwo therapists who sought

to provide facilitation and structure" As well, group members expressed

a concern for the therapists to further embrace the role of therapist.

As spokdn by one member, "You are there to provide that. structure so

that I can get. on with taking care of my ovrn needs.rt.

It would appear that the partnerrs groups did not qualify as

a psychotherapy group. The members did not see themselves as patients

in search of a trcure'r not even a sense of development or growth. At

times, insight was gained and issues confronted but t,he participants

never lost sight of their primary goal of struggling personall'y with

their stressful life situation. The members steadily persisted in viewing

the therapists more as peers t.han therapists who were lorrcurertthem
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of their psychological distress. As weII, the therapists in wanting

to buíId upon the strengt,hs of each member rather than problemize events

cont.inually circumvented confrontation. The therapists provided an

envÍronment. where the milieu \Á/as more supportive and facilitative than

therapeutic. The members r^rere not t.here to explore or rework their

relationships within themselves, with each oÈher nor with lhe therapists.

The members sought to be free to develop and strengthen their individual

defenses that they would find helpful in their or^Tn situalion.

In addition, neither Lhe behavioural nor the þumanistic models

seem to apply. The members did not participate with the goal to

cognitively change their behaviour, attitude nor to develop fac:uaLíze

their latent. potential (growth). They came to verbalize and vent,ilate

feelings in an effort to reduce tension and make affect, more manageable

wit,hin an atmosphere where reciprocit,y was possible. There was an effort

to develop a cogniÈive framework around events and feelings t.hat evolved

from their shared life event but that framework was there to make each

personts feelings and reactions understandable and to reduce confusion.

To this end, information was shared, not necessarily to re-educate, buÈ

to further reduce their uncert.ainty and confusion

As is evident., the partners group appeared to fit into the

conceptualization for S/T groups advanced by Schwartz (1975). He discussed

the use of small groups for the mutual assistance of those confronting

a shared life event where the group does not seek to change somethíng

out there, nor to cure, but to assisE on a personal level with an external

life stress/situat,ion. These groups are seen primarily as a preventaEive

strategy designed to:
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Itmitigate the harmful effects of certain Iife events and
thereby to reduce the Iikelihood of resultant illness
or disabiliry." (p. 744)

Coping With Shared Events

1) They are primarily oriented towards helping members cope

more effectively wit.h some shared internal event (Schwartz, 7975, P. 745).

The group in quesLion came to fruition in response to a need

identified by the members themselves and the therapists at the Psychological

Service Centre who offer therapy to $¡omen who were sexually abused as

children. Jehu et al (1984/85) saw the need, emphasizing the imporrance

of including the partners in treatment.

The group participant.s live with women who, Èo a large degree,

experience low self esteem, guilt and depression which often result in

suicidal att.empts and substance abuse. These \^romen genera ì 1y experience

relationship difficulties with people in general and men specifically

(.lehu et al, 1984/85). As well, they reporÈ experiencing a hígh degree

of discord within t.he marit.al relationship. To add to t.he already

stressful situation, Jehu et al (1984185) considered Ehat treat.ment for

the previously abused vromen had the potential to further dist.ress Lhe

marital situation through enhancing her self-esteem and increasing

assert.iveness. It was considered that efforts should be made to assist

the partner Ëo reach a degree of understanding, acceptance as well as

adaptat.ion to the new altered relationship. Thus the group was oriented

primarily towards helping the partners cope with their shared external

event

Small Group Propert ies
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2) Situation/Transition (S/T) groups have rhe properries of



small groups and meet regularly over

7975, p. 745) .
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a period of weeks or months (Schwartz,

The partners groups met for one and one half to t,wo hours weekly

for a series of six weeks. Initía.lly, seven members attended but over

t.he course of the six weeks, two members dropped out leaving the membership

at five partners. This proved beneficial as the group seemed to lend

itself to a good balance of personal ínvolvement. 0n evenings of less

than five, the group became dyadic and interpersonal thus not necessarily

conductive to group dynamics.

The length of each session of ninety minutes to two hours allowed

for Lhe unfolding and working through of the major themes. The once-

weekly sessions appeared to allow for continuity as well as reflection

upon the major issues in a process that resembled one cont.inuous meeting.

Professionall Led Grou

3) Situation/Transition groups are moderated by a trained leader

(Schwartz, 1975, p,. 745),

. The male/femäle co-therapists provided a supportive environment

within which each member could raise major issues and themes. They

facilitated and strengthened the development of helpful defenses and

strat.egies for coping with the shared life st.ress. The leaders also

acted as resource advisors in t.he presenÈation of factual information

around various issues and themes.

Support ive Environment

4) Situation/Transition

information abouÈ, the shared life

groups offer

stress, and

social support, factual

an opportunity for emoLional

interact,ion with others around the group focus (Schwartzr 1"975, p.746)"
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Partners group members found that verb aLízation and ventilation

of feelings greatly reduced tension and made affect more manageable

initially within the group but ultimately with life outside of the group.

They became more avrare of their concerns, but that awareness appeared

to offer great relief for they no longer felt singled out, painfully

lonely nor as personally inadequate. A sense of community developed

as members felt they had found an arena where they were free to,express

themselves and where they could vicariously benefit from being with others

who ventilated feelings and concerns they shared. New shared information

assisted in the formulation of nernr strategies, gratification and greater

self-confidence. The group provided a cogniÈ,ive framework wherein an

individualrs feelings and reactions were made understandable and event.s

were made meaningful, thus removing the confusion and the unmanageability

of such event,s and feelings. Slowly nee¡ role definitions required by

their possibly changed marital relationships were formulated through

the offering by fellow members of these new points of view, advice, etc.

Value Free Group

5) Situational/Transition groups do not. encourage nor require

members to espouce a partícular moral or behavioural value system

(Schwartz, 1975, p. 746).

The group did not contract with, nor encourage members to espouce

a particular moral or behavíoural value system. As well", the leaders

did not embrace particular psychological, philosophical or religious

biases as to the approach used for the group. The members were free

to bring about and build upon their own particular mode for responding

t,o the stress at hand. Members found themselves tolerating unpopular

views, i.e.: tolerance vs hatred toward t.heir wive's offenders, with
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the main focus toward developing a strong supportive community.' A value

system did become apparent in the form of a prohibition against Ehe sexual

exploit.ation/abuse of children. The partners felt that their current t

situational crisis, their parÈicular pain, resulted directly from the

abuse of their own partners when these vromen were children. They saw

an infringement upon their ovrn person.

Therapistrs lssues

Schwartz (i975) notes that t.he Lask of running a group based

upon the discussion of and support around coûìmon concerns and problems

is a subtle and complex endeavour, for the contract between the members

of the group and the therapist is quite nebulous. The problem defined

in the s/T group is one that is external to the members thus closing

the door on self-examination and self-disclosure. A firrn contract between

the members and the therapists only exists in terms of the personal

concerns around the distressing st.ated external event. A sense of ambigùity

and uncertainty surrounds the boundary around the group as the manner

of functio.ning ãnd the sense of direction is continually molded to the

changing needs of the group members. Schwartz (Ig75) states an^a afl"

t.herapists must. continuously redefine and renegotiate their roles as

r,¡ell as the cont.ent and process of the group " The therapists must be

continually aware that this is the memberrs group and the work is theirs.

More specifically, Schwartz (1g75) views the therapist as attempting

to facilitate discussion, keep discussion focused and minimize resistance

and defensiveness. As in psychotherapy, the therapists will move the

focus from outside to inside, from the abstract to the specific, from

the generic to the personal (Yalom, rg75). Yet the focus will remain
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with the opening up and expanding upon the personal here-an¿-now consideration

of each onets external event' not the interpersonal relationships between

members and Cherapists.

rnterventions are reported to be nondirective, supportive,

clarifying, facilitative, sympathetic and eliciting. very rarely are

therapists !o interpret. 
.resistance or Ë.o prove conscious and preconscious

notíons, as the focus is to facilitate the development and strengtheníng

of helpful coping strat.egies. Last but not least, the therapists encourage

extra-group socializat.ion to assist in the mitigation of the loneliness

that appears to be a recurrent theme in s/T groups (schwartz, 1g75)"

This is an arena where one receives information, support., accepE,ance,

and hopefully an increase Ín self-confidence" Schwartz (Ig7S) observes

that the goal is t.o offer a sheltered, structured social environment

where people who feel singled out by their life event can meet with others,

hear the same or similar difficulties and come to understand and find

meaning in evenÈs that would otherwise be confusing. 
'

schwarrz (r975) suggests there is a possibility the therápist

may undervalue his/her contributions, for these contribuËions are not

therapy as one considers therapy within t.he interpretive therapeutic

methods of psychotherapy. The role of Ëhe therapist is less hierarchical

and more informal than t.he therapy groups and as such contains less power

and prestige. The professional is not operating from a contract of direct

service but more from a nondirective, supportive, interventive stance.

The realiEy is t.he group is narrow in focus which sacrifices

breadth and scope of treatment. buE, according to schwartz (1975),

permits a depth of focus and richness of detail within that same group
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focus. As the group matures, greater leadership skill and sensitivity

are required to permit the developmenË of earlier issues into those which

represent deeper and more personal meaning for all; i.e.: sexual idenLity,

personal responsibiLity, dependency. Though narrow in focus, the group

can expand each individualts cultural and social system netr¡ork assuredly

leading to a truer sense of community.

Conc lus ion

The part.ners group, although it opera.ted according to universal

principles of groups, functioned primarily according to the conceptualizations

of sit,uational/transition groups as developed by schwarrz (1975). This

was primarily a preventat.ive approach for Lhe mutual assistance of members

in coping wiLh their or¡¡n particular yet shared lif e stress. rt, was a

small, t.ime Iimited group run by co-therapists which mel regularly for

a period of six weeks while offering social support, factual information

and an opportunity for emot.ional interaction with each other. This group

as such did not encourage nor require members. Lo espouce a. particular

moral or behavioural value system. Though narrow in focus a+d possessiirg

a variety of difficulties for the therapists, the group provided a sense

of cont.inuit,y and community for itsr members whereby:

I'each person can satisfy his psychosocial needs for
support and self-esteem, knowledge and control, group
ídent.ification and social interaction --- (further to
this) --- individuals who could call on an effective
network of formal and information social resources
outside the family had a more favourable outcome to
the crisis --- than those who did not.rr (Schwartz,
1975, p. 749)

Rat iona le

The present practicum vras developed t,o systematically evaluate

a situation/Transitíon (s/T) group designed for the partners of women
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who are struggling to overcome problems related to childhood or adolescent

victimizat.ion. The S/T group r^ras a direct. result of an identified need

to include the Partner in treatment. Jehu et al (1984/85) stressed the

i,mportance of including the partners in treatment as the already existing

treaLment. programs for victims oft.en produce positive changes in them

which in turn may intensify an already difficult relationship" For example,

when a victim receives intensive treatmenE to increase self-estêem and

assertiveness, the partner should be offered a S/T group whereby the

changes in the victim and the implications for the partner are understood

and accepCed.

In response to the perceived need and in the light of the paucity

exp loratoryanof the

group

group

with

lit.erature regarding assistance for the

for partners.was run aL the Psychological

of four men meÈ once a week for one and a

Cerrl-re. This

half hours for four weeks

Partner,

Se rvice s

the expressed goal t.o ascertain need as well as common concerns.

The concensus of group members and leaders $¡as that. a group for partners

would be valuable.

The concensus of the group was consistent. with an observation

made by schwartz (1975) that small groups can be mutually supportive

for those faced with a shared ext.ernal problem" He defines a situation/

transition group as:

rr...a place where members can get support and acceptance
from peers, a parental figure... (as well as)...a place. ..
where t.hey can get support and feel more useful, despite
the self-derogation t,hey may experience as a consequence
of their life change.t' (p. 746)
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The Explorat.ory Group

Method of lntervention

Sub ect s

Criteria

Participant.s vrere obtained through the t.herapists for the victim.

Each participant was provided with information regarding the group

designed for partners. They were encouraged to attend with the provision

that they were free to withdravr at theír own discretion. Inforrnation

disclosed within the group would be kept confidenrial within the

Psycho log ica I

only criteria

in treatment

Service Centre. Ne formal

was that the particpants

Psychological Service Cent,re.

le

screening was underEaken. The

had to be the partner of a vict,im

at the

Descri cion of Sa

Four men were recruited for the Exploratory Group. Out of these

f our, there r¡rere no dropouts. The group part.icipants !,rere caucasian

and predominanLly middleclass. Ages ranged from 30 to 40 years with

a mean age of 36"25 years. Education varied f¡om partial high school

t.o university. Out of the.four men, three r¡rere married and one living

common-law. The participant who .was living common-law had previously

been involved in a relat,ionship with a sexually victimized woman. Duration

of present rerationships ranged from 3 to 17 years with a mean length

of 10.5 years. The victims ranged in age from 25 to 36 years with a

mean age of. 32.75 years. Three relationships involved nine children,

who ranged in age from 5 to 16 years v¡it,h a mean age of 9.5 years

Procedure

All of the participants r¡Iere seen equally by the male and female

co-therapisÈs for the four times t.he group met as a group.
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The exploratory group met for one and a half hours oncè a week

for four weeks. The expressed goal was to ascertain need for a parÈnerrs

end, each session of minimally

transcribed verbatim on paper.

end of the final session

group as well as common concerns. To this

directed discussion \ras audio taped, then

The Exploratory

through the use

A).

Group was evaluated at the

of a Client Satisfacrion Quesrionnaire (CSq¡ (Appendix

Outcome is reported in the following questions from the Client

Satisfaction Quesrionnaire (Appendix A) :

1) How would you rat.e the quality of service you received in

the group for partners.

2) Did you get the kind of service you wanted?

3) To what extent has the group met. your needs?

4) If another part.ner had similar needs would you recommend

our program t.o him?

5) How satisfied are you with the amount of help you received?

6) Have the services you received in the group helped you Ëo

cope more effectively with the difficulties arising from your aprtnerrs

abus e ?

7) In an overall general sense, how satisfied are you with the

service you received in the group?

Outcome of Intervention

Out of the four participants, three completed the Client. Sat.isfaction

Questionnaire (Appendix A). The result.s can be seen in Table L. such

results supPort the opinion that a partnerts group would be effecacious

in offering support, factual information and an opportunity for emot.ional
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The Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSq¡

Partner t s Groups

Exce I lent
2

No, definitely
not.

Almost all
needs have

of my
been met

No, not
rea I 1y

Most of my
needs have
been met

2

No, I donrt
think so

Indífferent
or mitdly so

Yes, they
have helped
somewhat

1

Mos t 1y
satísfíed

Yes,
genera 1 1y

2

Only a few
of my needs
have been met

L

Yes, I think
SO

Most 1y
satísfied

2

No, they
really didnrt
he lp

Exp loratory
GrouP

N=3

Yes,
definitely

I

None of my
needs have
been met

Yes,
definitely

2

Very
sat isf ied

1

No they served
to make things
$/orse

Please help us to improve our groups for part.ners by
you,have received. I^le are interested in your honest
Please ansr^/er all of the questions. I^Ie also welcome
much; we appreicate your help.

answering some questíons about the services
cpinions, whether they are positive or negative"
your comments and suggestions. Thank you very

Good
1

Fair PoorHow would you rate the quality of service you
received in the group for partners?

Did you get the kind of service you wanted?

To what extent has the group met your needs?

If another partner had similar needs, would
you recommend our program to him?

How satisfied are you with the amount of
help you received?

Have the services you received ín the group
helped you to cope more effectively with the
difficulties arising from your partnerrs abuse?

In an overall, general sense, how satísfied are
you with the service you received in the group?

No, definitely
not

Quite
satisfied

Yes, they have
helped a great
deal.

2

1

Very satisfied

2 1

fndi fferent
or míldly
satisfied

Quite
satisfied

Additional commenLs: The group helped me to understand that Irm not alone. This gives me hope.
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interaction with others around a shared life event.. This emotional

inÈeract.ion provided the basis for the Evaluation Questionnaire (Appendix

B) used Lo evaluate Èhe Situation/Transition Group.

The Situation/Transicion Group ,

Method of Intervention

Sub ect s

Criteria

Participant criteria for t.he situation/Transition Group

idencical to the criteria for the Exploratory Group.

Description of S amp le

A tot.al of eight men v¡ere recruited for the S/T group. Three

were the original four men from the Explorat.ory Group, plus four new

men, there were four dropouts; one after 3

one afÈer 7 weeks and one after 12 weeks.

ones. Out of these eight

weeks, one

The three

afÈer 4 weeks,

week dropout.

$TA S

contenL and structure.

discomfort felt as they

victimized (non-sexual )

identify more with the

belonged in the group.

(night school). Since

therapist that he had a

adolescent.

was due to extreme discomfort with the group

The.four and .twelve week dropout.s \^rere due to

caine to the realizarion tha.t they had beèn

while they were children. They had begun to

victims; the partners thus no longer felt they

The dropout at seven weeks had other commitment.s

thal time, he has disclosed to his wife and her

sexual experience with an older vroman as an

The group Participants were Caucasian and predominant.ly middle

class. Ages ranged from 25 to 40 years with a mean age of 33.1 years.

One member on social assist.ance had not worked for the past three years.
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Education varied from partial high school to university. out òf the

B men, 6 were married and 2 living common-law. The 2 members living

common-Iaw had previously been involved in a long L,erm relationship with,

to the best of their knowLedge, a sexually victimized \^¡oman. Durat,ion

of present. relationships ranged from 3 to 17 years with a mean length

of 8.7 years. The victims ranged in age from 22 to 45 years with a mean

length of 31 years. Atl relationships, except three, involved 12

children who ranged in age from 5 months to 16 years with a mean age

of 8.3 years .

Procedure

AII of the participants vtere seen by t.he same female co-therapist

(author) f rom the point of iniE.ial cont.act, including int.erviews, and

group through to follow-up. The male co-therapist for the S/T group

was differenE from the male co-therapist for the Exploratory Group.

The aims for the S/T Group vrere t.o normalize each participant's

parEicular situation through the use of social support, factual information

around the shared life stress and an opportunity for emotionaL interaction

with others.

This group ran for six weeks, then for ten weeks. Each session

last.ed t tlZ hours. A two week break existed between t,he six week set

and ten week set, Eo clearly define t.he oríginal contract of a limited

set of sessions. Members had the option to continue from one set of

sessions to the next or t.o t.ake a break until group began another set

at. anot.her time. The six week set will be described in the Course of

Intervention as Set. 1 and che ten week set. as Set 2

After the six and ten week set, each participant r¿ras individualry
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interviewed for t t/z hours by the female therapist. The interviews

were designed to increase rapport with each individ.ual and to obtain

informal feedback and evaluation from the memberrs perception as to the

direction of t.he group. Additional evaluation was provided through the

use of Evaluation Questionnaire (Appendix B).

Outcome is reported on the following questions in the Evaluation

Questionnaire (Appendix B) :

1) Talking with other men whose wives r¡/ere sexually abused.

2) Hearing that other men whose wives r¡rere sexually abused were

encountering similar difficulties to myself

3) Feeling underst.ood by other men whose wives were sexually

abused.

4) Getting support and help from ot.her men whose wives were

sexually abused.

s)

/\o)

.7)
8)

e)

10)

wives were

Measures

Under s tand ing

Respondlng to

Expressing my

Increasing my

Reducing my feelings of being dÍfferent from other men.

Having the opport.unity E,o support and help other men whose

sexually abused.

Eva luat. ion Ouest ionnaire (Appendix B)

the difficulties my wife is experiencing.

the difficulties my wife is experiencing.

feelings about things that trouble me.

self confidence.

!his
point Likert

very helpful

scale is composed of t,en items each to be rated on a five

scale; not he1pful, slightly helpful, moderately helpful,

and extremely helpful. The questionnaire was designed
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specifically for this study to elicit the partner's subjective evaluation

of group helpfulness. It is self anchored and an all purpose measurement

due to it.s inherent flexibility in measuring not. only a wide range of

situations as weLl as the degree of helpfulness of the group to each

individual. This measure is, therefore, quite useful as a method of

representing an accuraLe portrayal of the partnerrs degree of satisfaction

in spite of a degree of reactivity.

Conc lus ion

This pract icum, theref ore, att.empted to develop and evaluat.e

a Situatíon/Transition group for partners of r¡romen sexually victimized

as children or adolescents. Measure of outcome was provided by the

Evaluation Quest.ionnaire (Appendix B).

Course of Interventíon

Set 1

Session 1

The co-therapists began by introducing themselves ,with some

attention to personal and professional backgrounds. Next the confidential

nature of aIl disclosed information was stressed. All sessions r¡rere

lo be audiot.aped with such informat.ion being confined to the therapists

at the Psychological Service Centre. Following a brief discussion around

t.he group being a closed weekly group of 1 1/2 hours for a duration of

6 weeks, t.he men hrere asked to give a short. int.roduction, including their

namer marital status, number of children and some background concerning

t.he ir part,ner t s therapy . Next, , there v¡as a cof f ee break.

Aft.er t,he coffee break, the co-t,herapists presented the purpose

and goals. Then, members who had been participants of the original
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exploratory group provided a brief overall description of their experience

within Lhe original group. The members began to talk sharing fairly

explosive feelings of helplessness, frusLration and anger at the offender

who had vict.imized the vicÈim. The co-therapists struggled to allow

expression of such feelings while providing a safe environment for all.

Session 2

Showed film: Incest: The VÍctimrs Perspective

to vent anger at

(Appendix, C).

the offender withImmediately, group participants began

elaborate plans as to different forms

to encourage

startled and

the issue of

cohesiveness

for sharing

material.

Session 3

and discussion rather

of vengence. There was no need

members to ask questions, make comments, etc., as each was

delighted with the similarity of each ones feelings around

vict.imization. The session was emot.ional with a sense of

among the members. They requested to have group time resumed

than viewing and discussing didactic

The traumatic material of the previous evening appeared to be

quíet with two partners appearing

The co-therapists provided struct.ure

group with part.icipant.s reaching out to

spent as members

somewhat anxious

around the here

generally were

and depressed.

and nov¡ of the

care f or each ot.her.

Session 4

The co-therapists had made t.he decision to broaden the base of

the group beyond the abuse through sharing of personal items such as

interests, hobbies, work, etc. Four members came to the group session.

They shared what was import.ant to them; their ovm victimization boLh
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physical and emotional. rt was an int.imate evening of close sharing.

Session 5

The evening began with a member who had disclosed his own

victimization at last session, coming for a few minutes to share that

he would no longer be aÈtending the group. He had begun to find himself

quite vulnerable within the group set.ting. He made the decision to

receive individual therapy for his own abuse. Another member made the

decision to withdraw due to his discomfort with what he perceived as

the unstructured nature of the group which allowed explosion of anger

and the monopolizat.ion of the group by a few individuals. This participant's

opinions were relayed to the co-therapists by his partnerrs Èherapist.

The remaining six participants quiet.ly discussed their feelings around

the absence of the two members. They perceived the absence of these

two members as a loss.

Session 6

The participants in realizing Èhis session was the final session

began to deal in earnesr with numerous unresolved issues. The sense

of group identification was strong. The men negotiated for an extension

of group sessions. Agreemenl rnras reached for a two week break with

individual interviews. Then a group of 10 sessions would be heId, same

place, same time. Members \¡rere encouraged t.o meet informally without

the co-therapists

Tnitial Set. of Interviews

Individual Ínterviews allowed for greater personal reflections

all, the companionshipconcerning each oners needs within the group. For

of fellow members rnras a welcome addition to their lives. For some, the
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anger expressed at the outset of group was still uncomfortable. They

did not want the group to focus upon the anger to the detriment of other

issues such as becomring knowledgeable about the offender. They needed

to know Èhat group Lras a safe place. Atl were requesting more structure

and input from Èhe co-therapists especially the male co-therapist _

Set 2

Session 1

Business matters, particularly around confidentialityr wês discussed"

A member made the decision to go t.o night school over the summer and

thus would not be attending the group. A new member who had attended

the initial Explorat.ory Group, but not the first S/T group, vras introduced

to everyone. Group summaries written by the co-therapists would be

distributed to all members from now on"

Eagerness was evident as the group exprored the well being of

all group participants. It became clear Lhat the focus was to not only

deal with common concerns but Èo provide weekly support to the individuals

who had suffered a crisis, large or smaIl, during the previous week.

Session 2 to 7

Topics discussed in session 2 through 7 generally cent.ered around

the emotional and behavioural repercussion of their interpersonal

relationships and sexual functioning with a partner who had suffered

sexual victimization. Each week, aI1 participants would share the st.ory

of their weekly events. The focus would be on the individual who had

special needs on that particular evening. There was little or no struggle

for the cent.er of attention possibly due to the special sensitivity and

cohesiveness between members. As we1l, the co-therapists sought to provide

the necessary structure to facilitate discussion among all members. During
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this period, the other member who disclosed his own victimization dropped

out' expressing the difficuLty he vras experiencing in remaining in the

group while realizing the extent of his own victimization. He came

t.o the decision to receive individual therapy for his own victimization.

Þess10n ö

The group members along with the co-therapists made the decision

to shorten the group by one week. as not all members would be abl'e to

attend the final session. It. was important for all to atLend the final

evening as this evening uras an informal, social evening. Disengagement

was evident as no new issues were raÍsed. For all, active concerns

seemed to be in some sLage of resolution. Group consensus centered

around the theme of the importance of each individual. The individual

had to be healthy in order to have ¿ heallhy relaLionship with the victfm

(their partner).

Sess ion 9

The informal social evening \,ras not held at the Psychological

service Centre, but at a mutually agreed upon restaurant. The aim was

t.o prevent further discussion of concerns and to promote the enjoyment

of each otherrs company. Initially, participants seemed uncomfort.able

with the new locatÍon and new focus, but within a short period of time

everyone appeared to be enjoying Lhe evening.

FinaL Individual Interviews

Each partner \^ras int.ervier¡red once for hours by the authorr tlz
Thewithin two weeks of the last group session. sense of disengagement

prevalent toward the end of the group sessions was displayed in all

shared personal history as requested by

integrating group experience into their

the individual interviews. Each

the therapist for the purpose of
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own personal hist.ories. Yet., each displayed a reluctance to go beyond

t.he superficial generalities. This rvas appropriate considering that

group was ending for the summer. Plus, the participants had not contracted

with the co-therapists to go beyond trsupportrt inco 'ttherapy". .The main

concern for all partners was that the group became a permanent opEion

for all partners.

During the time period for the final interview, participant

M, who had not attended the second set of.group, revealed to his partner

(victim) that he had had a sexual experience with an adult. vroman as a

young adolescent. This partner expressed the belief that he had not

been victimized but had experienced an initíation ritual. This information

was shared with the victimrs therapist.

The participanL who had dropped out tov¡ard the end of Ehe second

set due to his ornm victimization was proud and pleased to inform this

writer that he was formulating t.he design of a group for abused people.

His group would be designed along the lines of groups with. Alcoholics

Anonymous. At the time of this writing (October 1985), the group, Abused

Personrs Anonymous had a mandate, ahome (church basement), and a date

for its first meetÍng

Outcome of lntervention

Evaluation Questionnaire (Appendix B)

Final Session

All six partners expressed positive outcome as per the Evaluation

Questionnaire. All the part.ners rated the helpfulness of the group as

'rslight, ly helpfultt,'tmoderately helpfulrr, rrvery helpfuI,, ortrextremely

heIpful". Only one rrnot. helpfulil was recorded. This was an individual
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Name:

Partnerts Group: Evaluation Questionnaire

please help us to improve our program by answering some questions about the group you attended.
Some. ways in which Lhis group inay have been helpful to you are listed below. Please put a

check mark in the column that best indicates how helpful it has been in each of these \^/ays. I^le

also welcome your additional commenLs and suggestions. Thank you very much; vre apprecíate your
help.

Not
Helpful

S I ight Iy
Helpful

Moderately
Helpful

Very
Helpful

Fínal Sessíon
S/T Group

N=6

Extreme 1y
He lpfu I

Talkíng with other men whose wives I^/ere sexually abused

Hearing that other men whose wives r^rere séxua1ly abused
vrere encountering similar difficultÍes to myself

Feeling understood by other men whose wives
sexually abused,

were

Getting support and help from other men whose wives
were sexually abused

Understanding the difficulties my wife is experíencing

Responding to the dífficulties my wife is experiencing

Expressing my feelings about things that trouble me

Increasing my self-confidence I T 2

5

2

3

3

2

t

I

21

21

1L7

3

3

3

3 3

2

Re.ducing my feelings of being different from other
men

Having the opportunity to support and help other men

whose wives were sexually abused

1 4

3

Additional comments and suggestions: ln my case, I believe that the partnerrs sessions should have starLed shortly
after (or aE the same time) as my wife entered her sessions.

T 2
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who, struggling with a growing avrareness of his own victimization, had

reported a loss of self confidence. ResuLts obtained from the part.ners

on the helpfulness of the s/T group (see TabLe 2) confirms that the

group $ras indeed helpful.

Individual Interviews

Similarily, all partners reported in individual interviews that

they had gained a greater ahrareness and understanding of their own

vulnerabilities and needs within the partnership with t.he victim. Each

reported that part.icipation in the group facilitated in their enjoyment

of ÍndividuaL, dyadic and familial activities. They were more relaxed

and less afraid of "rocking the boatrrand no longer having to "walk

on eggshells" with their partners. In painful situat.ions, such as

unsatisfactory sexual relationships, it proved helpfuL to kn,rw otilèr

men vrere encountering simÍlar difficulties.

Evaluation Quest ionnaire (Appendix B)

Fo I I ow-Up

The follow up evaluations were sent and returned by maiL three

months after the final session of Set 2. Out of the six participants,

five completed and returned the quest.ionnaires. Three participants

still viewed the group as rrmoderately helpfu1" to trextremely heLpfu1".

Two participants were of the opinion that the group wasrrnot helpful"

to "moderately helpful" to rrextremely helpfult'. These results (see

Table 3), though not as positive as at the final session, nonet.heless

confirms that the group was a positive experience for all.
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Please help us to improve our program by answering some questions about the group you attended. Some

\^rays in which this group may have been helpful to you are listed below. Please put a check mark ín
the column that best indÍcates how helpf ul ít has been in each of these r¡/ays. !üe also welcome your
addí'tional commenLs.and suggestions. Thank you very much; ute appreciate your help.

Fol low-Up
S/T Group

N=5

t-Jr\

Not
ItelpfuI

S 1 ight ly
Helpful

Modera t e 1y
Helpful

Very
Helpful

Extreme ly
Helpful

Talking with other men whose wives vtere sexually abused

Hearing that other men whose wives $¡ere sexually abused
vTere encountering similar difficulties to myself

Feeling understood by other men whose wíves were sexually
abus e d

Getting support and help from other men whose wives were
sexually abused

Understanding the difficulties my wife is experiencÍng

Responding to the dífficulties my wífe is experiencing

Expressing my feelÍngs about things that trouble me

Increading my self confidence

Reducing my feelings of being different from other men

1 2

2

2

1

7

3

3

2

2 1 2

3

1

2

1

2

11

T21

3

1

7

1

1

7

Having the opportuníty to support and help
wives vrere sexually abused

other men whose
1

Additional comments and suggestions¡ This group vras very helpful in that it gave me a better understanding of the
issue at hand, the effects of sexual abuse on the vromen and also on their
spouses. It also helped me to understand what causes some. of the issues that.
arise in our household that I couldnrL reatly get a grÍp on before.

TABLE 3



Additional comments and suggesLions

The group atmosphere enabled me to cope with
it came to dealing with my wifers situation.
the tensions of my daily life. Definítely a

dealing with sexually abused women.

feelings of failure, of being useless when
The weekly meetings became my 'rR & Rtt from

must, as part of the therapy program ín

Follow-up contrd
Group 2

(\¡
r-

The group focused on the
the group did not provide
In my case, this lead to
that. part of each session
wives are involved ín.

problems of spouses which $tas supportive and helpful. Unfortunately
any informat.ion on the treatment process my wife r¡/as engaged ín.

some very seríous misunderstandíngs and conflict. I would suggest
be dedicated to developing an understanding of the treatment our

The husbands group l^tas a very vtorthwhile experience. The

essenLíal for understanding the problem of sexual abuse'
give solutions to the many problems - but it does províde
Such groups should be a mandatory component of the social

experience (opportuníty) is
The husband's group does not
many answers and much understanding.
welfare sysLem.

I feel that the partnerrs group would
50% on a particular issue (each week)
Some structured topics might ínclude:
pro and con, anger - \¡rays to deal with
marriage, etc.

be of greater help to spouses if they were split, saYr
and 50% on issues that we are going through at the tíme.
confrontaLion of abuse with family and its effects -
and channel it, problems.with sexuality ín the
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Common Group Findings

For all t.he partners, the long term effects of their partnerts

vict.imízation had unexpected and overwhelming consequences that seemed

t.o touch upon every aspect.9f their lives. Each man felt that "it wasnrt

my problem originally, now itrs something that af fects both of usr-r.....
ItHow come now I'm the guy thats got to suffer - I donrt want to suffer.'r

The quality of their ol.rn personal adjustment and interpersonal relationship

were affected as seen by I'r start to ques.tion myself, maybe rrm a bit

of a loser a I I aroundrr and rrrt seems t.hat my wíf e is not resþonding to

me but really responding to t.he guy in the past.'r For all, an additional

consequence vras the frightening realization that. they feLt very much

like a victim, not only in a secondary but in a primary sense. rt was

as if they had been the victimized individual" ilrn a sense, he struck

two people. He struck the wife and he struck us, too.[

Each had formed and adjusted to an intimate relationship wi¡h

a !'¡omen who had many problems often including feelings of guilt and depression,

a negative self-image and probLems in inËerpersonal relationships associated

with an underlying mistrust of men and difficulties in sexual functioning.

Now, the woman was receiving treatment with varying degrees of improvemenE

in funct.íoning. The partners described feeling a tremendous sense of

being Itleft behindtt...'rMostly, you feel you are a bystanderrr....ryou

begin to say well gee - where am l?rr

Anger

Anger r¡las experienced by all group participants and underlined

so much of which and how each t,hought and felt. First., there was

tremendous anger agaínst anyone who would vict.imize a child, thus causing
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damage that not only left its imprint on the victim but upon themselves

and their children as well. The feeling was that...'it causes you pain

and grief;.causes the children pain and grief"...rrI have anger that someone

can do that'r. . . I'That one individual can almost. destroy a personrs Iife'r. . .

"like r would just rove to Lhrottle him'-'. . ..rt. might be good ongoing

therapy if once a week you could punch him out.'r rhey identified very

closely with the victim.

secondly, a sense of outrage seemed to exist at observing the

victim put aside the victim role. The participants felc lefr behind,

no longer knowing where they fit nor knowing whaE to do within that

relat.ionship. The situation wasrrr dontt know what to do anymore, she

has changed so much" and "Things r¡rere more of an even keel before my

wife started Lherapy"...'tr do not know where r fit in now., They were

angry at the loss of cont.rol over their lives. They somehow felt less

of a man for it. 'rI feel that L could lose my wife over something that

r have no controlrr..."I 
"r 

changing my whole lifet'...rAm r a real man?r'

In attempting to dissipat.e t.he anger so t.hat, the men could begin

t.o deal with the underlying sense of victímization and loss, the co-therapist.s,

initially, allowed expression of that anger. rt was pointed out that

being angry over losses r,¡as natural and contributed to their sense of

victimization. Similarly, such anger may have motivated Ehe men Eo seek

out t.he S/T group and in that, way facilitated self care.

Furthermore, it v¡as st.ressed that each did, in fact, have control

over many areas of their 1ives. Special attent.ion would be needed to

care for their oum physical, spiritual and emotional requirements. Their

anger would be utilized to mobilize their energies t.oward their own self
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care. As observed by Jehu er, al (April 1985):

rrThere are some circumstances in which anger can be
advantageous to the client, and perhaps other people.
For instance, he or she may control the level and
expression of the anger, and it may be.used to motivate
the remediation of some r^rrong or inequity.'t (p. 12)

Nega t ive Se I f-Concep t and Depression

The sLatement'rr start to question myself, maybe rrm a bit of

a loser alI around...typifies the feelings of uselessness and depression

of many group participants. Each, somehow, felt responsible for lheir

partner's difficulties. They wanted to alleviate these difficulties,

yet felt inadequate in their ability t.o do so. Again and again expressions

such as...r'deep dovm inside r question whether or not she loves mert...

rrmy partner stilL doesnrt trust me...like in some cases I have not been

able to funcrion...(sexuarry)...because the thought of ir...(abuse)...

she moves the wrong l.tay or tenses up and you think - Irve done something

that he did". . .r¡rere heard in the group. These f eelings appeared híghly

correlated with anger and feelings of victimization. Gradually such

feelings lessened as each began to feel in control over some aspects

of their lives. The general mistrust. of men expressed by the victim

(their partner) seemed t.o affect their own self-concept. 'rI donft feel

Iike a real man." There were definite difficulties in knowing that men

are usually Ehe gender responsÍbIe for sexual victimizaLion.

The presense of a male co-therapist. assisted in t.he facilita¿ion

of self-undersEanding. As Ehe male co-therapist part.icipated in the

general discussion on a compassionat.e and understanding índividual, the

men relaxed. somehow they appeared to be re-affirmed as men.
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Problems in Interpersonal Relationships

For aL1, problems in interpersonal relaLionships stemmed from

one or more of the following factors.

Sexual Dysfirnction

For most, dífficulties around Eheir partnerrs inability to have

a satisfactory sexual relationship contributed to a sense of negative

self concept and feelings of being out of control. "when my partner

finds ir difficult to have sex because of what happened in the past,

deep down inside, I question whether or not she loves men and "L fee1

that r could lose my wife over somelhing that r have no cont.rol.r.

Communication - Lsolation

For aIl, prior t.o the group, disclosure of personal feelings

about them.sel ves and their partnership in relation to t.he victimization

was non-existent. Secrecy had become as much a problem for them as ¡he

victim. They did not know how to communicate honestly and openly with

their partners. t'r can't. say anything'because if r say anything, t.hen

Irm not. being a good support f or rny wif e.f l

This lack of communication and sense of isolation seemed to lead

to feelings that their relationshíp was not normal. Typical were expressions

such as....rrft would be nice to have a normal argument where you could

argue about something normal without it always going back ¡o the abuse."

Discussion

The sense of group identification instilred by a common bond

regarding the single issue of victimization played a major role in dispelling

feelings of unique misery and isolation. This is affirmed by the response

to t.he Evaluation Quest.ionnaire (Appendix B) see Tab Le 2. Talking to

other men, hearing others r¡rere encountering similar difficulties, feeling
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Lendencies or smothering tendencies then... (comes)...th" guilt- feelingsr'...

ttshe is in the process of healing"...tlltm just an irritant to her"...

'rhow can r hurry up healing myself?"... An understanding of and response

to the victim meant a reaLízaE.ion that the partners !,/ere having difficulties

of their own. The process \^7as not easy.

I'You know our lives are sort. of intertwined but that
doesn't mean if she sneezes I have to get a cold...
So Irm not the white knight in shining armor. Basically
perhaps, I needed to feed off of her situation to be
able to help me in mine and to give me what I needed.
So maybe through all of this I will be abfe ro look ar
myself a little more realistically than before.rl

In taking a look at. themselves during group time, then reflectively

that they r¡¡ere attracted

be. . . in my case

kind of personaliLy. ".

I needed to be supportive and have someone to support..rt

For most of the men, anger, hopelessness and depression were

replaced by a sense of their ovrrr rights and needs. Three respondents

saw the group as being rrextremely helpfult, to rrmoderately helpfuI,, in

reducing feelings of being different from other men while one refused

to respond and the ot.her saw the group as rrnot helpf uI". They f elt

re-af f irmed. . .rrwith who and what I am.rt.

Hopefully, the victimization would not. remain the focal point

in their lives. Yet for three of the partners, victimization would remain

the focal point for some t.ime. Through the experience of sharing anger,

fears and concerns with other men, their own vict.imization was realized.

Two out of the three partners who realized their own vict.imizations made

on their own, the participants started to formulate

in some \./ay to r^¡omen who were victimized" "Could it

T looked for someone...thar...(I)...sought out that.



the positive decision to seek out treatment for

of the group. Group remained a place to explore

It was not a place for rrtherapy".
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such victimizalion outside

and receive support.

It was the intent of the group't.o accepL aII partners who wished

to participate in the group. consequently, one partner with a psychatic

history was included. In this instance, some special support and structure

assisted this individual to be a productive member who benefited from

part ic ipa t i on .

The co-therapists were committed to a time-limited format. Each

member was free t.o drop out or rejoin as fitting to his life cÍrcumstances.

The realization of a specific number of sessions st.imulated members to

work on the issues which originally brought. them to the group.

Conc lus ion

The data indicated that the group \^ras a p lace to bring personal

concerns. To this end, the group was effective in assisting to 1) alleviate

isolation; feelings of beÍng different, 2) the provision of mutual help

and supporl in dealing with their problems and in the improvement of

psychological functioning and effectiveness, and, 3) the assistance in

the understandíng, acceptance and adaptation to the altered relationship

with the victim in treatment. The group did not eliminat.e the problems

for the part.ners but provided alternate coping strategies.

The advantages of che S/T group were demonstrated in the mutual

assistance of those struggling with a shared life stress (Schwartz , tg75).

rn particular, participants \^/ere assisted in the coping on a personal

level wirh their particular external situation - the long-term effects
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of sexual victimizat.ion on their partner during childhood or adoLescence.

Because the men in this study aLtributed their present feelings of

isolation, feelings of being differenL related to such long-term effects

and the changes in the victim, such as self-esteem and increased

assertiveness, it, was hypothesized that assistance in the understanding

of such long-term effects and an increase in the acceptance and

adaptation to the altered relationship would prepare them to cope more

effectively with such problems. The men.experienced varying a"gr"",

of acceptance and comfort in the group which seemed to expand int.o their

personal lives beyond the group.

The interview data as well as group content validated the ease

with which group members could share their life events. However, Èhe

participants remained secretive about. their own possible struggles as

children. The participants v¡ho came to realize their own victimization

as children or adolescents did not share these events beyond announcing

that the victimization had occurred.

The group had only a limited.impact in helping the partners reach

a I'deeperrr understanding of themselves and their problems. Schwartz

(1975) reports that S/T groups are not easily drawn int.o a desire or

acceptance of psychot.herapy.

Further, it was also hypothesized that the partner had sought

out and formed a relationship with a \¡romen who was functioning at the

same emotional level as themselves. The partners v/ere, therefore, not.

prepared to meet the new demands resulting from the womenrs overall

increase in self-worth and self-confidence. changes in the womenrs

expectations for a more egalitarian relationship and changes in their
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int.erests and future lifest.yles served to exacerbate difficulties and

upset the balance in both the marit.al and sexual relationship. Issues

disclosed in group clearly related to dominance - submission defined

as dyadicrrcompetition with each other to dominate the marriagetr(Jehu,

7979, p. 57).

!./ever, in spite of those dif f iculties, the f ine partners who

remained in the group indicated a st.rong committment to make their marriage

work and as well indicated a strong committment Lo their own personal

health. Thus, it can be concluded the S/T group provided the beneficial,

structured support as needed by the partners.
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The Client Satisfaction Ouestionnair e (cso)

(Partners' Groups

Please help us improve our groups for partners by answering somequestions about the services you have received.: We are interestedin your honest opinions, whether they are positive or negative.
P1ease ansvrer al1 of the estions. We also welcome your commentssuggest nS. T you very muchr wê appreciate your heIp.

CTRCLE YOUR ANSWER

How would you rate
group for partners?

the quality of service you received in ,theI

2

4
Excellent

Did. you get the

4
No definiLely
not

4
Almost all
of my needs
have been met

4. If another partner
our program to him?

kind of service you wanted?

32
No not
rea1ly

3
Good

3
I4ost of my
needs have
been met

2
¡'al-r

2
Only a few of
my needs have
been met

I
Poor

1
Yes definitely

I
None of my
needs have
been met

Yes generally

3" To whaÈ extent has the group met your needs?

had similar needs, would you recommend

5. líow satisfied are you with the amount of help you received.?

4
No definitely
not

4
Quite
dissatisfied

3
No I don't
think so

3
Indifferent or
mildly
dissatisfied

2
Yes I think
SO

2
Mostly
satisfied

1
Yes definitely

I
Very
satis fied

( OVER)



6 Have the services you
cope more effectively
your partner's abuse?

received in the group
with the difficulties

helped you to
arising from

4
Yes they
helped a
deal

3
Yes they
have helped
somewhat

2
No they
really didnrt
help

I
No they
to make
worse

you with the

have
great

seemed
things

7 In an overallr general sense, how satisfied are
service you received in the group?

4
Very
satisfied

3
Mostly
satisfied

2
Indifferent
or mildly
dissatisfied

1
Quite
dissatis fied

ADDITIONAI CO¡MENTS:
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NAME: DATE:

Partners' Grou Evaluation Questj-onnaire

please help us to improve our program by answering some questions about the group you
attended. Some r¡/ays in which this group may have been helpful to you are listed below.
please put a check mark in the column that best indicates how helpful j-t has been in
each of these ways. We also welcome your additional comments and suggestions. Thank
you very muchr wê appreciate your he1p.

Not
helpful

Slightly
helpful

Modrate-
1y
helpful

Very
helpful

Extremely
helpful

Talking with other men whose wives
were sexually abused

Hearíng that other men whose wives
were sexually abused were
encountering similar difficulties to myself

Feeling understood by other men whose wives
were sexually abused

Getting support and help from other men
whose wives \^¡ere sexually abused

Understanding the
experiencing

difficulties my wife i-s

Responding to the d.ifficulties my wife is
experiencing

Expressing my feelings about things that
trouble me

Increasing my self ç.onfidence

(ovER)
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Incest: The Victimrs Perspective CoIor film, 45 mins., 1980

This film is made up of numerous

discuss their present day difficulties

from their prior sexual victimization.

such as sexual dysfunctioning, difficult

within Lheir present relationships with

interviews of female victims who

which they feel have resulted

Many concerns are expressed

interpersonal relationships

their partners

Producer: Community of Justice fnitiatives of tr'Iaterloo Regions

Available from: University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba
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